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ABSTRACT
The China auto market is surging as the most fascinating place for the global auto
industry today. All major foreign auto OEMs have been aggressively expanding their
business in China, and expecting most of their global sales growth to come from China in
the next decade. Following the move of foreign OEMs, many foreign auto suppliers also
entered the China market, either to serve their traditional OEM customers, or to look for
new business opportunities. Among them, one of the global exhaust system suppliers is
very interested in China and invited us to conduct a case study on their China operations.
In this thesis, we analyzed the dynamics of China auto market and the challenges to
foreign OEMs and suppliers. Being driven by the market's rapid growth, tough
competition, increasing margin pressures, global pressure on low-cost country sourcing
and the Chinese government regulations, foreign OEMs have been increasing their efforts
on the localization of manufacturing and product development. We first examine the
current strategic role of China operations for major foreign OEMs in China, and the
current and future requirements from foreign and Chinese OEMs on auto suppliers in
China. Then we analyzed the China exhaust system industry in detail using the Porter's
Five Forces. After obtaining a good understanding of how a foreign exhaust system
supplier needs to compete in China, the authors focused on the global exhaust system
supplier under the study and investigated how it has been competing in China market,
what have been done successfully, and what could be done differently. The root causes of
the issues were identified and the suggestions to address some of them were presented.
In the last section, we extend the findings and suggestions to other foreign auto suppliers
in China.
Thesis supervisor: Donald Rosenfield
Title: Director, Leaders for Manufacturing Fellows Program
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Chapter 1 Introduction
1.1 Motivation and Research Objectives
The China auto market has experienced rapid growth in recent years. Following the move
of major foreign auto OEMs, many foreign auto suppliers have entered the China market,
either to serve their traditional OEM customers, or to look for new business opportunities.
Foreign auto OEMs and suppliers have found many significant differences in the way of
doing business in China. For example, the auto business is strongly influenced by
Chinese government policies. All foreign automotive OEMs must build joint ventures
with Chinese auto OEMs to produce vehicles in China. Besides the product quality and
cost, relationship plays a critical role in the business.
The exhaust system division of a major global auto supplier entered the China market
several years ago. They view the China market as an outstanding opportunity to continue
growing their business. As pointed out by their CEO/President in a Wall Street Journal
article, "I don't view China just as a low-cost manufacturing site. It's a market in its own
right... We have to do more investment in China." This division has been securing the
top position in their business sector in the world for many years, and desire to become the
top supplier in China market as well. They invited the authors to study their China
operations.
There are three major objectives for this research. The first one is to examine the
strategic role of China operations for major foreign OEMs, and to understand the current
and future requirements from foreign and Chinese OEMs on auto suppliers in China. The
second objective is deep dive into the China exhaust system industry and investigate the
Porter's Five Forces on an exhaust system supplier. The achievements of those two
objectives lead to understanding of how a foreign exhaust supplier needs to compete in
China market. In the last section, The exhaust system division of this major global
12
supplier is focused. We studied how it has been competing in China market, what have
been done successfully, and what could be done differently. The survey and interviews
are used to collect information. Then we screen and analyze the information which leads
to understanding about the root causes of the issues. Then suggestions to address some of
them are presented. The knowledge and tools that the author learned from the MIT SDM
program, especially the operations management and system thinking, was applied to
address those issues. The author hopes the findings and suggestions from this study can
be some value to other foreign auto suppliers in China.
1.2 Methodology
Data for this thesis mainly come from public sources and direct data. Public sources
include published books, journal papers, press releases, the Internet, web sites of the
organizations and companies, and internet reports. Direct data was obtained through
personal interviews with company officials, industry experts, and surveys sent to key
employees of the companies.
1.3 Models for Studies of Auto Companies in China
In this study, we used a number of frameworks and tools in the analysis, such as Industry
Analysis Model (Porter's Five Forces), Value Chain Analysis, Site Competence Model,
Organization Structure Space and Dependency Structure Matrix, etc. Two of those
frameworks are most predominant and used extensively in the thesis. We will present
them here before applying them to our study in later chapters so that the readers can be
more familiar with them.
1.3.1 Site Competence Model
13
Kasra Ferdows developed a framework to help managers analyze the strategic roles of
their current foreign operations and determine how to expand their roles in the future. He
first started asking two basic questions about each operation: What is the primary
strategic reason for the operation's location? and What is the scope of its current
activities? Based on the answers to those questions, he defined the role of a foreign
operation into one of the six following categories in Figure 1.1. The specific
characteristics of each category are described as below.
Figure 1.1 The roles of foreign operations
Afess to lowcost Access ta skill and 10ximiy t
production knowedge market
Sfra.tgk Reason for the Sie
Offshore operation
This kind of operation is established mainly to produce specific items at a low cost, and
those items are then exported either for further work or for sale. Such facility is not
expected to be innovative and it relies on other facilities to provide expertise in new
processes, products and technologies. Little development or engineering is conducted.
The local management has little authority over the decisions of procurement, production
planning, logistics, etc.
The major factor affecting the choice of location of this operation is the low production
14
cost.
Source operation
The primary purpose is low cost production similar to offshore operation. But this
operation has the resources and the expertise to develop a part or a product for the
company's global markets. Its management have much greater authority over the
product/process customization and redesign decisions. Its managers are also highly
involved in procurement, production planning, logistics, etc.
When locating this operation, the company will not only consider the low production cost,
but also pay much attention to the availability of developed infrastructure and skilled
workforce.
Server operation
A server operation is established to supply a specific national or regional market. It
typically helps the company overcome the negative effects due to tariff barriers, taxes,
logistics costs, and/or foreign exchange fluctuations. This operation is allowed to make
some minor modifications in products or processes to fit local conditions, but its authority
and competence in this area is very limited.
It is normally located at a place where the company can have best access to the national
or regional market.
Contributor operation
A contributor factory not only serves a national or regional market, but also assumes
responsibility for product and process development, improvements, customization and /or
modifications. It has its own development, engineering, and production capabilities. Its
management has the authority over procurement decisions and participates in the choice
15
of key suppliers for the company.
A contributor operation is normally located in the intended market where infrastructure is
relatively developed and a skilled workforce is available.
Outpost operation
This operation mainly helps the company to access the needed knowledge or skills, in
other words, its primary role is to collect information. The secondary role is to make the
product and serve its market as a server or an offshore, etc.
It is located in an area where advanced suppliers, competitors, research laboratories, or
customers are located.
Lead operation
A lead operation has the ability and knowledge to innovate and create new processes,
products, and technologies for the entire company. Its management has a decisive voice
in the choice of key suppliers and often participate in joint development work with
suppliers. Many of its employees stay in direct contact with end customers, machinery
suppliers, research labs, and other centers of knowledge.
It is located in an area where skilled workforce and advanced suppliers, competitors,
research laboratories, or customers are located.
Some operations combine two or more of these roles. For instance, an operation may be a
server for a specific region and an offshore site for the production of certain components.
Nevertheless, this simple framework is helpful in articulating the strategic contributions
of most foreign operations.
1.3.2 Organization Structure Space Model
16
There are three kinds of structures most commonly used by organizations: department,
project, and matrix (Some people refer to the department structure as the functional
structure). Many companies lack the understanding of the benefits and challenges from
each type. They often select an improper organization structure, and work it out through
tests and trials. Sometimes a good structure that used to work in the past no longer works
in the changing environment.
Thomas Allen2 investigated the root causes of the problems in the organization structures
in great depth, and depicted the new product development as a process that mediates
between two streams of activity (see Figures 1.2 and 1.3 for department and project team
structures). One stream provides market needs; the other provides technological
capabilities or potential solutions to meet the market needs. Both knowledge of the
technology and knowledge of the market are required for a product development.
The advantages and disadvantages of department and project teams are caused by the
difficulties to structure an organization to serve both streams simultaneously. The
requirement to align the organization with one side is often incompatible with the
requirement for another side. The department structure provides the benefits of keeping
pace with the current new technology development. But the coordination among the
departments required for a new product development can be very difficult. Project teams
enable intense focus and coordination of product development, but they do not address
the problem of helping engineers in close contact with new developments within their
specialties. The too heavy use of project team organization will lead to the gradual
erosion of the organization's technology edge. Matrix organization was created to
accomplish the necessary coordination and maintain current knowledge in the relevant
technologies. It seems to be the best choice. But in real world, the problems still often
cannot be solved due to the different objectives of departments and project teams. This is
illustrated in Figure 1.4.
17
Figure 1.2 Two streams of activity for departments in new product development
Technology
D1 D2 D3 D4 D5 D6
i i~ i I ii i 1  i
i~ i~ g i i g I i
Market
D: Department
- Strong connection - --- -* Weak connection
Figure 1.3. Two streams of activity for project teams in new product development
Technology
*1 Il IL, t i IL IL'
i g ii I I
i i i i L. .LL
P1 P2 P3 P4 P5 P6
Market
P: Project
Strong connection ---- -+ Weak connection
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Figure 1.4 The battle in matrix organizations
Technology
1 14 I 1 I 1-III1
D1 [ 03D'. D4. Qk D6
E1 E-3-P4s-~ 1 Battle Zone
Market
D: Department P: Project team - Strong connection
Thomas Allen pointed out that not all the projects were equal and that not one structure
fits them all best. The organization structure may have to change with the corresponding
dynamics in the market and technology development. He proposed a concept of
organization structure space with four parameters to help managers determine what kind
of structure is optimal for a project. The organization structure space is shown in Figure
1.5, and four parameters are described as follows.
dK/dt: The rate of knowledge change or development in different technologies,
disciplines or specialists, upon which the enterprise and its products are based.
The higher this rate, the more need of a department structure to sustain very
strong colleague contact to maintain up to date knowledge;
dM/dt: The rate of market change. The more rapidly changing are market
requirements, thus, the more need for a project team organization;
19
Ti: Project duration. When projects are longer, an engineer is more likely to fall
behind in his state of knowledge, and he needs more frequent and close contact
with his colleagues. Thus, the more need for a project team organization;
Iss: The interdependence among tasks and problems in a project. For a project
with high degree of interdependence among its activities, more coordination
would be needed, and thus, a project team organization is better suited.
Figure 1.5 Organization structure space
Reducing Ti or
U ~ Increasing Iss
Departments
.- 1 .01
Ile 14 Organization
structure boundary
/ /Project Teams
-o/
dM/dt: Rate of market change
1.4 Thesis Organization
This thesis first with the introduction, research objectives, and contents. The following
chapter (Chapter 2) provides an overview of China auto market and a few key market
changes which affect the auto companies currently and in the future. Chapter 3 contains
surveys and interviews which provide the information about the auto OEMs' activities
and their requirements on suppliers. Then the dynamics and forces in the China exhaust
system industry are introduced in Chapter 4. Chapters 5 and 6 contain the investigation
20
and analysis of the studied auto suppliers' activities in China, and recommendations to
their current challenges. The last chapter summarizes the suggestions to other auto
suppliers.
21
Chapter 2 China Auto Industry and Market
China's auto industry is surging as the newest player in the global landscape, following
the trail blazed by the United States, Europe, Japan and South Korea. China's auto
market has been growing by leaps and bounds for a decade, especially in the light vehicle
section. It flourished in 1996, when deregulation allowed the entrance of foreign OEMs.
It began to heat up in 2001. The demand for cars in China soared by 56% in 2002, far
more than even the rosiest projections. The next year growth quickened to 75%. Then the
growth in car sales slowed abruptly in 2004, to 12%.
Several aspects will be discussed in this chapter for us to better understand the dynamics
of China auto industry and market.
2.1 Changes in Buyers
Just a few years ago, most auto sales were to state-owned companies that were not very
price sensitive. Today individuals account for three quarters of the market3 . There are a
few reasons which induced this change 4, such as the strong development of Chinese
economy, emerging middle-class, increase in the commuting movements among large
cities, price cuts due to the China' entry of World Trade Organization and market
competition, introduction by foreign OEMs of cheaper models made at their plants in
China, and the easier credit from the state-owned banks, etc.
The China's newly created middle-class is not familiar with the products from abroad.
The well-crafted brand image of elite models in other regions often doesn't work
efficiently there, which gives some companies a clean slate to create totally new image
on products through marketing campaigns. Buick, often considered a grandpa's car in the
1 Light vehicles include passenger cars and light duty trucks.
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United States, has a very big name as much of a status badge as an Audi. Hyundai, which
is considered as a lower quality manufacturer in western countries, is perceived as one of
the best quality OEMs in China. This significantly escalated the competition.
The lack of product awareness in Chinese consumers also provides foreign companies
more freedom on pricing. For example, General Motors was able to charge the Chinese
consumers about $37,000 for a Buick Regal that retails for about $23,000 in the United
States. The foreign OEMs' net profit margins in China average more than 9%, compared
with barely 2% in America. Volkswagen and General Motors were able to make a third
and a quarter respectively of their global net profit from China in 2004 .
The Chinese car consumers also have distinctive tastes and motives for buying their
vehicles. They normally buy new cars, not second-hand ones. The vehicle performance
matters less than multiple features and plush interior furnishings which is "the part that
friends and family see". The tangible assets such as video displays on the back seats,
4
wooden fittings and leather upholstery are big attractions .
Some people in China, who are entrepreneurs, professional managers of foreign
companies, professionals with high incomes, young white-collar workers and car
aficionados, consider luxury sedans a symbol of wealth and status without much concern
about the high prices6 . China has been the top consumer of luxury brands such as Rolls-
Royce and Bentley. China is also the biggest potential market for BMW and Mercedes-
Benz in the world.
However, most middle-class consumers are much more price sensitive. In a developing
country like China, for a long period of time, what most consumers can afford is an
economical car that has a low price tag and low cost of maintenance and repair. The fuel
price in China, which is controlled by the government and still among the lowest ones in
the world, has been climbing with the rising crude oil price. The Chinese government
has been increasing intent on energy conservation and environmental protection. It is
preparing to impose gas guzzler taxes to encourage car owners to consume less fuel and
23
8,9
cushion environmental pressures '. Under the new rules nearing completion, the taxes
would range from 1 percent or 2 percent for vehicles with the smallest engines to 20
percent for vehicles with engines of four liters or more. All of these strongly affected the
consumers' buying pattern.
As a result, the economical cars have been the mainstay of China's car market recently.
Figure 2.1 shows the comparison of the engine sizes of vehicles between China and
8North America in 2004 . In the first half of 2005, the 1.6 liter cars and smaller models
accounted for 59 percent of all domestically manufactured vehicle sales. Sales of cars
under 1.0 liters shot up by 120 percent year-on-year over the same period. By contrast,
10
sales of 2.5 to 3.0 liter vehicles plunged by 44 percent' .
Figure 2.1 The comparison of vehicle engine sizes between China and North America
Little engim that could
Cas, SUVs and minivans produced in 2004 by enne size:
Engie size (n iters) North Anric China
Less than 1.0 0.0% 4.5%1
100 A--9 0-0 19.8
2.O to249 19.8 19.5
2.50to3&99 429
Omore 26.8 0A
N*t:Anouad roeddoto 1OOprWtduotoro redP
S"0ce cSNMO.wdedv
In response to the market change, many major OEMs have focused on the economy-sized
car segment and introduced many economic car models in the past two years''". Rather
than the large sedans that brought in the big profits in previous years", the strong market
growth is now in compact and mini-cars market, which Chinese OEMs have the cost
advantage but lack the quality, and the foreign OEMs have the quality but at premium
Costs5. Whoever can find the middle ground fast will have the best shot at success in
capturing the market growth.
24
2.2 Auto OEMs in China Market
The growth of China auto market created the emergence of many new home grown car
firms. Most of them are small, weak and technologically primitive. Although the number
of them has continued to decline in recent years as the market continues to consolidate, it
is still more than 120. The Chinese government has long aspired to grow the auto
industry as one of their pillar industries and create global car champions. One big firm,
Shanghai Automotive, has been busily acquiring foreign car technologies through
purchasing foreign auto OEMs. Smaller firms are even more aggressive. Several of them
are accused of blatantly copying foreign car technology, and a couple of them are
executing their aggressive export plans though there are still a lot of obstacles ahead 2 13
The China auto market also had grown to include all of the toughest global competitors,
in particular today's "blue chip" global OEMs like Toyota, Nissan, Honda and Hyundai
as well as the big players like General Motors, Ford and Volkswagen. Some 90% of cars
sold in China are foreign brands. The Chinese government's regulations require foreign
auto OEMs to establish joint ventures with Chinese OEMs to produce vehicles in China.
The foreign auto OEMs are allowed to have a maximum of two joint venture partners and
their ownership continues to be limited at 50% share. The top five Chinese OEMs and
their major joint ventures are listed in Table 2.1. Most major joint ventures are shown in
14Figure 2.2
An analysis conducted by KPMG' 5 in July 2004 shows that the competition is fierce in
China auto industry. The market is highly fragmented as shown in Figure 2.3 16. Only two
companies had double digit market share. Combined, Volkswagen and General Motors'
joint ventures accounted for about 40% of the total sedan market in May 2004, a decrease
from around 46% in 200317. European OEMs continued to lose market share to US,
Japanese and Korean competitors, whereas local Chinese OEMs had managed to
maintain their share at around 24%6. Volkswagen had a dominated sedan market share
of more than 50 percent in 90s18, and still remained 36% sedan market share in 2003. But
25
in 2005, its share slipped to an estimated 13-20 percent. Hyundai managed to increase
their market share to 9.8% market share in 200519.
Table 2.1 Major Chinese OEMs and their foreign joint venture partners
Chinese Auto Group Foreign OEM Foreign OEM
First Auto Works (FAW) Volkswagen 60:40 Toyota J50:50
Shanghai Auto Industry Corporation (SAIC) Volkswagen 50:50 General Motors 50:50
Second Auto Works (SAW or Dongfeng) PSA 55:45 Nissan 50:50
-- - -
--  -T I-  -- -
Beijing Auto Industry Corporation (BAIC) DaimlerChryslerj56:44 Hyunda 50:50
Changan Auto Group (Changan) Suzuki iSO:50 Ford 150:50
Figure 2.2 The locations of major auto OEMs and their joint ventures
DalmlerChrvahr- BJC Hyundai-BAIC Tian-in
Beijing Beging Tin
Zhnszhma
Zhengzhou
Wuhan
Xlanghen
ongan Ford
FAW - Tovota FW-
Changchun Changchun
IAMWA
Shenyang
li Jinbel-GM
Shenyang
Shanghai
SAIC -W
Shanghai
g Fiat - Nanma
ingan Suzuk Nanjing
hongqlng
Changhe -Szki
Jingdozhen
Nanchang
I -
NanchanSAIC -GM - W ig NnhnLUuzhou
I ta -GAIC Honda - GA F - Mitsubishi - Southeast
Guangzhou Guangzhou Huadu Fuzhou
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2.3 Market Growth and Competition
The suddenly decreased market growth in 2004 concerned a lot of people. However, the
industry experts believe that several reasons contributed to this change.
" The Chinese government utilized the macro-economic controls to cool down its
overheated economy. It increased car restrictions and fees in 2003. For example,
the government imposed significant license fees, registration permits, and proof of
a parking location prior to purchasing a car. Those methods worked. Demand
simmered.
" The government tightened the bank lending for car purchases, following an
increasing number of loan defaults in the market. Buying on credit was down to
10% of transactions in 2004 compared with a high of 30% in 2003
" The auto industry was also hammered by rising concerns about congestion and
parking in the cities, fuel price, increasing commodity prices and price cuts due to
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competition
" The consumer purchasing patterns changed in reactions to OEMs' recent price cut
strategies. The consumers had expected more price cuts and held their purchases
for better deals until early 2005.
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Figure 2.3 Share of sedan market by auto OEMs and country of OEMs' origin
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The combination of softened demand and overcapacity, tough competition and new
market entrants with low price strategies led to price cuts7 23. Over the past three years
prices have already fallen by about 25%, and experts expect the decline to continue at the
rate of around 10% a year as competition heats up5 . Lower prices and the increasing raw
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material cost took a significant toll on net profits 2 4 . In 2003, Volkswagen earned over
$500 million in China, two-thirds of its total global profits. In 2004, its Chinese profits
more than halved and some analysts even expect its China operations to lose money in
2005. General Motors' profits in China were $417 million in 2004, just $3 million higher
than in 2003. In the first quarter of 2005, its net earnings from China plunged 80 percent
to $33 million. Overall, the car industry average profit dropped from 20 percent in 2003
to 10 percent in 2004 and further decreased in 2005 21,2 . The margins are also broadly
spread over the various competitors in China, ranging from General Motors' 19.6 percent
in 2004 to Citroen, where the margin was negative 6.1 percent in 2004.
The competition also drove the foreign OEMs to introduce more vehicle models to China
to meet local needs. A decade ago, only six car models were sold in China. The
Volkswagen Santana, a 1970s-era model that had long been out of production elsewhere,
was China's best-selling car for over 15 years without a face lifting. Today, buyers can
now choose from 90 models 3. The Chinese government also removed the old regulations
that required an approval from the central government for new car program launches for
existing OEMs in 2004. This is to speed up the new model launch. The more frequent
model upgrades mean the needs for much heavier investments in new product
engineering, product localization and assembly plants retooling.
In a sluggish global market, China's demand remains fascinating. The vehicle ownership
ratio of China is still way below the global average as shown in Figure 2.426. The margins
in China still remain well above the global industry average 27 . The foreign auto OEMs
and industry experts think that China continues to be a very solid profit contributor
despite the price war28. They believe that China's auto market entered an adjustment
period from the short-term point of view. In the long run, China's auto market is expected
to continue to exceed that of the rest of the world over the next decade. It may no longer
has stratospheric growth, but at a steady 8 to 10 per cent annually. And there are no other
markets of this size anywhere that offer this kind of growth annually 4 ,2 7 ,2 9, 3 0. A sales
growth predicted by CSM is shown in Figure 2.4. McKinsey & Company also expects
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China, already the world's fourth-largest car market, to overtake Germany in 2005 and
3
Japan by 2010. The United States could be passed soon after.
Figure 2.4 An overview of China light vehicle sales in 2004-2011
All foreign OEMs have vowed to maintain or speed up their expansion plans in China
and expect most of their global sales growth to come from China in spite of the slowing
car sales and persistent concerns over the nation's vehicle production capacity. China
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auto market is critical to any major OEMs' growth . If an OEM can effectively increase
its market share in China, it will significantly improve its global market share. Similarly,
a lack of participation in China can cause an OEM to stagnate in the global market. As
said by an OEM executive3 , "If you're going to be a major player, you've got to be a
major player here (China)." The world's six largest carmakers just pledged $17 billion to
build Chinese factories in the next few years. The global light vehicle assembly is
expected to grow from 60 million units from 2004 to over 70 million units by 2012.
China's capacity expansion will be 5 million units, representing one out of every two
incremental units of global capacity'.
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2.4 Localization
Most foreign OEMs having been updating their business models in response to the fast
Chinese market changes. The future winners will need to produce a succession of high-
quality models at relatively low cost and high speed while appealing to the Chinese
consumers' preferences. One of critical approaches to achieve those goals is to promote
more localization33 34
Local sourcing has become a must. Besides the needs driven by the market's rapid
growth, increasing margin pressures, global pressure on low cost country sourcing, the
Chinese government also plays a big role in pushing foreign OEMs to increase their local
manufacturing and sourcing, as opposed to only assemble, in China. Based on the
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regulations released in mid 2004 , certain imported parts will be subjected to the same
level of import tariffs as complete vehicles. The cars with major assemblies that are
imported may be taxed as imported vehicles. In line with changing regulations and the
need to reduce cost, the foreign OEMs are increasing their efforts to identify local
sources of parts in order to have price competitive products. This is placing tremendous
pressure on foreign auto suppliers to relocate and produce parts in China to remain
competitive.
The Chinese government also encourages foreign companies to establish more local
engineering in China and the R&D expense will be tax deductible. The new regulations
are expected to require 40 percent of cars sold in China to be developed in China. Again,
in response to the regulations and market need of rapid new product introduction, world
auto giants, such as General Motors, Toyota, Volkswagen, increased their investments in
R&D in China even when China's auto market slowed in 2004 and the prices of cars keep
dropping35 . More and more auto OEMs have realized that China is turning into a global
auto R&D center in the future, in addition to a sales center.
The foreign OEMs have been pushing their traditional foreign suppliers to enter China
with them. An insider at a major U.S. OEM told the authors that their purchasing
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department had been asking their suppliers about their China plans in the next two years.
The move was not just about the cost. One supplier, which suggested staying in Europe
and agreed to offer a price lower than the ones from Chinese competitors, was warned to
be taken off from the OEM's preferred supplier list, if they don't plan to set up presence
in China. The OEMs these days have been paying more emphasis on other benefits,
besides pure cost savings, to have traditional suppliers located in China.
2.5 Summary
The China auto market is highly promising and the main global growth of auto market in
the next decade is expected to come from there. The foreign OEMs have been betting
their future there. The market is also very dynamic. The pressures of market growth,
changing customer needs, more emphasis on lower-cost vehicles, tough competition and
government regulations have forced the OEMs to change their business models
accordingly and increase the localization.
In a product life cycle, product design and development is a key part. As foreign OEMs
add more investments in their localization of engineering besides the manufacturing, they
are also having different requirements on their traditional suppliers. In this thesis, we will
investigate what those new requirements are, and how a supplier should respond
accordingly.
In the next chapter, the engineering of auto OEMs in China and their requirements on
auto suppliers will be further discussed.
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Chapter 3 Engineering of Auto OEMs and Their Requirements on
Suppliers in China
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, we will study in more detail how foreign and Chinese auto OEMs are
currently utilizing their engineering capabilities in China to support their product design
and development, and their requirements on the engineering of auto suppliers. Because
engineering is an element in the complex business processes of an auto OEM, and has
strong interactions with other elements such as business development, manufacturing,
procurement, research and innovation, supplier management, etc., we also investigated
some other elements to better understand the OEMs' engineering in China.
In the first half of the chapter, a survey was developed and sent to major foreign auto
OEMs in China. A number of interviews were also conducted in person on selected
companies and personnel. In the second half, Chinese auto OEMs' engineering was
analyzed based on literature research and personal interviews.
3.2 Structure of the Survey
A sample survey is included in the Appendix I. There are five sections in the survey
which covers the following topics related to foreign OEMs in China.
3.2.1. General Questions
In this section, we first ask what kinds of engineering related activities the foreign auto
OEMs are currently conducting in China and which market those activities mainly serve.
Then we turn to the questions about their purpose of entering China market, and the
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competence and decision making authority of their sites in China. The information from
this section can help us determine the strategic roles of their local engineering related
facilities: Source, Lead, Contributor, Offshore, Outpost or Server.
3.2.2. Market and Products
In this section, we asked the respondents about their product originality, challenges in
each covered market segment and future engineering development. We also asked for
their view of China auto market, Chinese domestic OEMs' products, engineering
capability, requirement on return of investment and influence of government, etc. The
information here can first verify some of the analyses we conducted in the China auto
industry, and also provides much details about this specific OEM.
3.2.3. Engineering Development
After having investigated foreign OEMs' products and market segments, we examined
what kind of engineering activities those OEMs are currently conducting in China, their
requirements on suppliers' local engineering now and in the near future, how they see a
strong supplier's local engineering could benefit them, and the major issues they have
with suppliers' local engineering currently.
3.2.4. Supplier Selection
In this section, we are investigating what are the most critical factors affecting a foreign
OEM's sourcing decision and their Chinese partner's role in the sourcing decision.
3.2.5. Overall Trend of Auto OEMs in China Market
We asked the respondents to give us their overall feeling of the trend of Chinese auto
market in the future.
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3.3 Background of Surveyed Foreign Auto OEMs
During the early summer of 2005, we contacted twelve major global auto OEMs which
have significant business in China. Among the eleven OEMs that responded to us, six of
them claimed to have some local engineering in China currently. Two of them are
building local engineering. Three of them claimed to have very limited local engineering
now and no plan for future yet. Figure 3.1 shows the summary.
Figure 3.1 Major foreign auto OEMs' local engineering in China
Five companies were willing to support this academic research while others were very
concerned about the disclosure of their sensitive or proprietary information to the public
and declined our request. Among those five, three were from companies which claimed
to have some local engineering existing in China, one is building the local engineering,
and another claimed to have very limited local engineering.
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Foreign OEM's local engineering
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Surveys were sent to respondents who were familiar with those companies' China
business and personal interviews were also conducted in three companies. The
respondents and interviewees are director of engineering, senior manager or manager and
have at least five years experience in those OEMs. Per respondents' request, the survey
questions were modified twice to remove questions asking for sensitive proprietary
information. The companies required us to disguise any information specific to their
company. Therefore, in this thesis, we will not disclose the names of the surveyed
companies. Instead, some general information about the surveyed companies are given
below.
All five auto OEMs we surveyed are listed in the top ten foreign auto OEMs in China.
Three OEMs have their world headquarters located in North America or Europe and
other two in East Asia. Four of them are also among the top ten OEMs based on the
global productions in 20042. They all have joint ventures with the top five Chinese
domestic auto OEMs. All together, in 2004 those five companies and their joint ventures
in China occupy over 70% of the China auto market share, and over 85% of market share
of all foreign OEMs. Therefore, we believe the inputs from those five companies can be
well representative.
3.4 Results of the Survey
The results from five OEMs are summarized and analyzed in this section. The companies
CI to C3 are North America/Europe OEMs, and C4 to C5 are Asian OEMs.
3.4.1 General Questions
The surveyed foreign OEMs' selective activities in China are listed in Table 3.1. It shows
that 3 OEMs have the product design, research and development activities in China.
Those activities are mainly for China market only. All the OEMs have manufacturing in
2 Based on CSM's global production summary for 2004.
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China for China market, and one of them also use China manufacturing for Asian market,
and one for global market.
Table 3.1 Foreign auto OEMs activities in China
Activities in China For China For Asian For Global
Market Market Market
1 Product Design 3 0 0
2 Research & Development 3 0 0
3 Manufacturing 5 1 1
The strategic reasons for their business in China and the site competence assessments are
summarized in Table 3.2. All the respondents strongly agreed that the major purpose of
foreign auto OEMs to have business in China is:
0 Access to the China market.
They were neutral about the purposes:
* Access of low cost production.
* Access of skilled/ talented employees, and creating centers of expertise for the
entire company.
The respondents didn't agree that the purposes were:
* Producing products at low cost and then exporting to other markets.
" Access of low cost product design.
" Access of knowledge or skills our company needs.
The interviewees didn't think that their engineering/ operations in China have
comparably high level of capability in innovation, product/process design and
development, or high level of decision making authority when compared to their other
locations.
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Table 3.2 Reasons of presence for foreign auto OEMs in China and their site competence
Reasons of Presence/Site Competence C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Average
Ranking
1 We do business in China mainly for the access of
low cost production 3 3 3 2 5 3.2
2 We do business in China mainly for producing
products at low cost and then exporting to other
markets 2 1 1 3 3 2.0
3 We do business in China mainly for the access of
low cost product design 1 3 1 1 2 1.6
4 We do business in China mainly for the access of
skilled/ talented employees, and creating centers of
expertise for the entire company 4 3 2 2 2 2.6
5 We do business in China mainly for the access of
knowledge or skills our company needs 3 2 1 1 1 1.6
6 We do business in China mainly for the access to the
China market 4 5 5 4 4 4.4
7 Our engineering/ operations in China have
comparably high level of capability in innovation,
product/process design and development when
compared to our other locations 3 2 1 2 1 1.8
8 Our engineering/ operations in China have high level
of decision making authority when compared to our
I other locations 2 2 1 2 1 1.6
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
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Based on the information above, we can conclude that the current strategic role of those
companies' engineering and operations in China is Server, though the data are scattered
among different companies due to their different business strategies and stage of
development. The findings from the later part of the survey indicate that those companies
are transferring from Server to Contributor in the near future.
It is interesting to see that two Asian auto companies are more positive than their peers in
North America/Europe about producing products at low cost in China and then exporting
to other markets. This is probably due to their geographic proximity to China. When
considering the transportation cost of shipping vehicles to other Asian countries, the total
cost of vehicles is still cheaper than in their countries mainly due to the low cost
production in China.
Asian companies also have less needs than North American and European companies for
the access of skilled/ talented employees, creating centers of expertise for the entire
company, and the access of knowledge or skills company needs. The possible reasons
will be discussed in next section.
3.4.2 Market and Products
The survey results are summarized in Table 3.3. When being asked about their market
scope and products, those foreign auto OEMs indicate that they are most likely to take
advantage of their existing vehicle designs and produce them in China for the China
market now, although some of them may use their local engineering to develop more new
vehicles for the China market later. Their products cover all the low, medium and high
market segments. In the medium and high ends, the competition is mainly concentrated
among the foreign companies and their joint ventures.
From their point of view, Chinese local OEMs are able to challenge their products in the
low end segment with the vehicles which are developed most by foreign engineering
firms or by reverse engineering. This is consistent with our interviews with local Chinese
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firms later. Those companies are strongly influenced by local Chinese government and
have a high barrier to exit the auto market even if their financial performance is not
satisfactory. The respondents also agreed that working with the Chinese government on
the R&D of advanced technology provided foreign companies with benefits of building
relationships for future business.
The respondents somehow disagreed that Chinese auto firms compete in the market with
a lower expectation on the return on investment, i.e. selling products with a lower profit
margin, than foreign companies. This indicates that those respondents believe that those
Chinese companies may have a lower cost structure. This suspicion is confirmed by our
interview with Chinese auto firms and also confirmed by other's research36
It is worth noting that the respondents from Asian companies didn't think their local
engineering in China will develop more brand new vehicle platforms for China market in
the next 2-5 years. It may be again due to the fact that they are very close to China
geographically. The flight between China and their home countries only takes 2-3 hours.
So their facilities in home countries have much less difficulties to work with their local
facilities in China than the auto companies from North America and Europe. Those Asian
countries and China also have a lot of similarities in the culture and product perference.
So their products in their own markets may be able to meet Chinese customers' needs
better. They can also have a much better understanding of the China market. As a result,
there could be less of a need to use their local engineering in China to develop brand new
vehicles for Chinese local market.
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Table 3.3 China auto market and products
Issues C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Average
Ranking
1 Currently most vehicle platforms we sell in China 4 4 5 5 5 4.6
are same or slightly modified models that have
been developed in other locations
2 Our vehicle platforms cover the low, medium and 5 5 3 5 4 4.4
high end market segments
3 Our local engineering in China will develop more 5 5 4 1 1 3.2
brand new vehicle platforms for China market in
the next 2-5 years
4 Our challenges in the low end market are mainly 5 5 5 5 4 4.8
from Chinese auto firms
5 Our challenges in the medium and high end 2 5 5 5 4 4.2
markets is mainly from foreign auto firms and
their joint ventures in China
6 Currently most vehicle platforms sold by Chinese 4 4 5 5 5 4.6
auto firms are developed by foreign engineering
firms or developed from reverse engineering
7 The local Chinese auto firms are normally 4 1 2 1 3 2.2
satisfied with a lower rate of return on their
invested capital than foreign auto firms
8 The local Chinese government may deny or 5 2 5 4 4 4.0
discourage the exit of the underperforming
Chinese auto firms due to concerns ofjob loss and
regional economic effort
9 Teaming with Chinese government on the R&D 5 4 5 4 4 4.4
of advanced technology is a good way to foster
relationships for future business
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
Regarding the product planning cycle time for most vehicles, the results in Table 3.4
show that foreign auto OEMs have shorter product planning cycles in China, which may
be due to the fact that most vehicle platforms sold in China have been developed in their
engineering facilities in other regions. So, most efforts made in China are to set up the
production, distribution channel and slightly modify the product and/or manufacturing
process if needed, which take significantly less time than the planning for a brand new
vehicle platform.
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Table 3.4 Foreign auto OEMs' product planning cycle time
Market Location C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Average
Planning Cycle
1 In China (years) 2.0 1.5 4.0 3.0 3.0 2.7
2 In home countries (years) 3.0 4.0 4.0 3.5 5.0 3.9
Our results are confirmed by an internal research from a major auto supplier's internal
research. Their results on the product planning cycle periods in China for the same twelve
major foreign OEMs listed earlier are shown in the following chart. We can see that
majority of OEMs launch a new vehicle in China within or less than 3 years, which is
about one year shorter than most OEMs do at their home countries in North America,
Europe or Asia.
Figure 3.2 Product planning cycle time of 12 foreign auto OEMs
3.4.3. Engineering Development
3.4.3.1 OEMs' Current Local Engineering Activities
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The engineering activities current being done by surveyed OEMs in China are
summarized in the Table 3.5. Among the most common ten activities for the engineering
development of a vehicle, five companies show large differences. One North
American/European company, C2, has established full engineering capabilities and is
currently conducting all the activities. Two other North American/European companies
are performing some activities in China such as modifying existing products to suit local
needs. Two Asian OEMs are performing almost no engineering activities except the new
product definition and planning. Overall, the scope of OEMs' local engineering is still
very limited.
Although the differences among OEMs indicate their various business strategies, most of
their current activities support the minor modifications in products and processes to fit
local conditions. The company C2 is much ahead of others in engineering activities in
China. However, their authority and competence is still very limited based on the
feedback described in section 3.4.1. It confirms that the strategic role of the China
operations of those five companies is still a Server.
Table 3.5 Technical activities of foreign auto OEMs in China
Technical Activities C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Sum for
Each Activity
1 New product definition and planning 1 1 1 1 1 5
2 Concept development 0 1 0 0 0 1
3 System-level design 0 1 0 0 0 1
4 Specifications 0 1 0 0 0 1
5 Detail design 0 1 0 0 0 1
6 Prototyping 0 1 1 0 0 2
7 Testing 0 1 1 0 0 2
8 Simulation 0 1 0 0 0 1
9 Modifying products to suit local needs 1 1 1 0 0 3
10 Research and innovation 1 1 0 0 0 2
Sum for each company 3 10 3 1 1
1- Currently conducting; 0 - Not conducting
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The two Asian OEMs in the survey have very few engineering activities being conducted
in China at this moment. This is different from North American/European companies
who seem to rely more their local engineering in China to conduct product modification,
new product definition and planning, prototyping, testing and research and innovation.
This is consistent with the finding earlier that Asian companies may have less needs in
China for access to skilled/ talented employees. Thus creating centers of expertise for the
entire company, and the access of local knowledge or skills is less necessary than for
North American/European companies. However, some Asian companies, such as Toyota,
Honda and Nissan37'3839 , etc. have been catching up by building or planning to build the
engineering centers in China to support their local operations and speed up engineering
related process.
3.4.3.2 OEMs' Current Requirements on Suppliers
Table 3.6 shows the current requirements of foreign OEMs on their suppliers. It clearly
indicates that the OEMs, which have more engineering activities in China, require their
suppliers to have more engineering activities in China too. North American/European
companies have much more requirements on suppliers than Asian companies.
When putting a "X" in Table 3.7 if the current engineering activities of OEMs match
their requirements on suppliers, we found that there is a strong correlation between
OEMs' engineering activities and their requirements. If OEMs have an engineering
activity in China, they would more likely ask the suppliers to have the similar activity and
vise versa. The similarity is 80%. This may due to the close interactions required by the
concurrent engineering of vehicle development commonly used in auto industry.
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Table 3.6 Foreign auto OEMs' current requirements on suppliers
Technical Activities C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Sum for Each
Activity
1 New product definition and planning 1 1 0 0 0 2
2 Concept development 0 1 0 0 0 1
3 System-level design 0 1 0 0 0 1
4 Specifications 1 1 0 0 0 2
5 Detail design 0 1 1 0 0 2
6 Prototyping 0 1 1 0 0 2
7 Testing 1 1 1 0 0 3
8 Simulation 0 1 1 0 0 2
9 Modify products to suit local needs 1 1 1 0 0 3
10 Research and innovation 0 0 0 0 1 1
Sum for each company 4 9 5 0 1
1- Currently required; 0 - Not required
Table 3.7 Similarity of foreign auto OEMs' current technical activities
and their requirements on suppliers
Technical Activities C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
1 New product definition and planning X X
2 Concept development X X X X X
3 System-level design X X X X X
4 Specifications X X X X
5 Detail design X X X X
6 Prototyping X X X X X
7 Testing X X X X
8 Simulation X X X X
9 Modify products to suit local needs X X X X X
10 Research and innovation X X
Sum for each company 7 9 7 9 8
Similarity: 80%
3.4.3.3 OEMs' Requirements on Suppliers and Predicted OEMs' Local Engineering
Activities in next 2-5 years
Table 3.8 shows the OEMs' new requirements on suppliers in the next 2-5 years besides
their current requirements, which are marked by black blocks in the table. We can see
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that three North America/European companies will ask the suppliers to perform all the
activities listed in the table. The two Asian companies will only ask suppliers to modify
their products to suit local needs in China, and perform prototyping and testing activities.
Considering the good correlation between OEMs' current engineering activities and their
current requirements on suppliers, we would predict that three major US/European OEMs
are preparing to build full local engineering capabilities in China. Actually company C2
has almost done that. Two major Asian OEMs will rely more on their engineering
facilities in home countries for the higher level engineering activities such as concept
development, specification, system level and detail designs, etc. and build capabilities in
China mainly for supporting product localization.
Table 3.8 Foreign auto OEMs' new requirements on suppliers in the next 2-5 years
Technical Activities C1 C2 C3 C4 C5
1 New product definition and planning ____1 0 0
2 Concept development 1 1 0 0
3 System-level design 1 1 0 0
4 Specifications l 0 0
5 Detail design 1 0 0
6 Prototyping 1 U l 0
7 Testing 1
8 Simulation 1 Il 0
9 Modify products to suit local needs 1 1
10 Research and innovation 1 1 1 0 E
: Current requirements.
requirements
1: Requirements on suppliers in 2-5 years. 0: No
3.4.3.4 Benefits of Supplier's Local Engineering to OEMs
The survey summary is shown in Table 3.9. The respondents including the company C5,
which plans to perform limited engineering activities themselves, do highly value the
benefits of having supplier's local engineering in China. They strongly believe that the
supplier's local engineering will provide faster responsiveness to OEMs' local needs,
better communications with their local operations, reduce their product development cost
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and time, provide more systems and modules that meet local needs and opportunities for
their outsourcing. They also feel that suppliers are watching each other's move. If a major
player puts heavy investment in engineering in China, other competitors may follow
because otherwise it could become a disadvantage for them to earn future business.
Again, different levels of agreements exist on the same items. For example, the
respondents from Asian companies express neutral attitude or some disagreements on a
statement such as the supplier local engineering existence will help them to improve
product, process and technology due to access to high quality local talents, or due to the
diversity of the workforce and work approaches. At the same time, they are also neutral
on the statement that supplier's local engineering capability strongly affect their local
engineering capability.
Table 3.9 Benefits of suppliers' local engineering to foreign auto OEMs
Benefits of Supplier's Local Engineering to C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Average
Foreign OEMs Ranking
1 Faster responsiveness to our local needs 5 5 5 4 4 4.6
2 Better understanding of local market needs 4 2 3 4 4 3.4
3 Better communications with our local operations 5 4 5 4 4 4.4
4 Reduce our product development cost 5 5 5 5 4 4.8
5 Reduce our product development time 5 5 5 5 4 4.8
6 Provide more systems and modules (not 3 5 5 4 4 4.2
components) that meet local needs
7 Improve supplier's product, process and technology 3 5 5 3 2 3.6
due to the access to high quality local talents
8 Improve supplier's product, process and technology 3 4 4 3 2 3.2
due to the diversity of workforce and work
approaches
9 Supplier's local engineering capability strongly 3 4 4 3 3 3.4
affect our local engineering capability
10 Other suppliers will invest more in local 4 5 4 5 3 4.2
engineering if they see their competitors
aggressively build local engineering capacity I I
11 Opportunity for my company to outsource some 4 5 5 2 4 4.0
local engineering activities if needed
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
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3.4.3.5 OEMs' Major Challenges Related to Foreign Supplier's Local Engineering
The respondents think the major challenges with foreign suppliers' local engineering are
as follows in Table 3.10 (Average ranking 4.0 or above):
" Supplier's responsiveness to our requests is not quick enough.
" Difficult communication because much of supplier's design and development is
done in other countries.
It indicates the major issues foreign OEMs have with foreign suppliers in China is the
responsiveness, which is largely due to the delayed and difficult communications
between their local engineering in China and suppliers' engineering development in other
countries.
The following items are also considered as a challenge (Average ranking 3.1 to 3.9):
" Supplier hesitates to invest more in local engineering.
" High turnover of supplier's technical personnel in China.
" Unsatisfactory quality of supplier's local engineering output.
" Inadequate capability in supplier's local engineering.
" Inadequate capacity in supplier's local engineering.
" Cultural difference in supplier's management and/or worker practice.
" Difficulty of getting open communication and resolution about the problems.
" Language difference.
" Supplier relies heavily on technology but little on local people.
It indicates that OEMs feel that the suppliers hesitate to invest local engineering in China.
As a result, their capability, capacity and the quality of their local engineering output
cannot meet OEMs' requirements. The supplier's local engineering department also has a
high turnover rate possibly due to the competition for the limited number of qualified
personnel. It appears that the foreign suppliers haven't fully taken advantage of the talent
and skills of their local people.
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Table 3.10 Foreign auto OEMs' challenges from foreign suppliers' local engineering
Challenges from Foreign Suppliers' Local C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Average
Engineering Ranking
1 Supplier hesitates to invest more in local 3 5 3 N/A 3 3.5
engineering
2 High turnover of supplier's technical 3 5 3 5 3 3.8
personnel in China
3 Unsatisfactory quality of supplier's local 2 5 4 3 3 3.4
engineering output
4 Inadequate capability in supplier's local 2 5 4 4 4 3.8
engineering
5 Inadequate capacity in supplier's local 2 5 4 N/A 4 3.8
engineering
6 Poor project management in supplier's 2 2 4 3 3 2.8
organization
7 Cultural difference in supplier's 2 2 4 5 4 3.4
management and/or worker practice
8 Difficulty of getting open communication 3 3 5 4 4 3.8
and resolution about the problems
9 Supplier's responsiveness to our requests is 4 5 5 5 4 4.6
not quick enough
10 Language difference 2 5 1 4 4 3.2
11 Supplier's poor intellectual property (IP) 1 2 3 1 4 2.2
protection
12 Lack of new/advanced technologies in 2 3 3 4 3 3.0
supplier's local engineering
13 Difficult communication because much of 4 5 2 5 4 4.0
supplier's design and development is done in
other countries
14 Supplier doesn't understand Chinese 3 3 2 3 3 2.8
government policies
15 Supplier doesn't understand the importance 2 3 4 1 4 2.8
of relationships in Chinese business
16 Supplier relies heavily on technology but 4 3 4 4 4 3.8
little on local people I
1 = Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
The respondents also expressed issues related to the cultural difference in the supplier's
management and/or worker practice, and language difference. The two Asian companies
have much more concerns than three North America/European companies. This might be
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due to the big cultural difference in the work practice among Asian OEMs and their
Western suppliers that they deal with.
The following items are less challenging (Average ranking of 3.0 or below):
" Poor project management in supplier's organization.
" Supplier's poor intellectual property (IP) protection.
" Lack of new/advanced technologies in supplier's local engineering.
" Supplier doesn't understand Chinese government policies.
* Supplier doesn't understand the importance of relationships in Chinese business.
The survey indicated that the foreign OEMs don't have many problems with foreign
suppliers on technology, project management and IP related issues. After years of
business practice, suppliers may have a much better understanding on Chinese
government policies and the importance of relationships in business in China.
3.4.3.6 OEMs' Major Challenges Related to Chinese Supplier's Local Engineering
In Table 3.11, The respondents believe the major challenges with Chinese suppliers'
engineering are as follows (Average ranking of 4.0 or above):
" Unsatisfactory quality of supplier's local engineering output.
" Inadequate capability in supplier's local engineering.
" Inadequate capacity in supplier's local engineering.
* Supplier's poor intellectual property (IP) protection.
" Lack of new/advanced technologies in supplier's local engineering.
The following items are also considered as challenges (Average ranking of 3.1 to 3.9):
" Supplier hesitates to invest more in local engineering.
* High turnover of supplier's technical personnel in China.
" Poor project management in supplier's organization.
" Cultural difference in supplier's management and/or worker practice.
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0 Difficulty getting open communication and resolution of the problems.
The followings are less challenging (Average ranking of 3.0 or below):
* Supplier's responsiveness to our requests is not quick enough.
" Language difference.
The respondents believe the following items are not a challenge at all (Average ranking
of 1.0):
" Difficult communication because much of supplier's design and development is
done in other countries.
" Supplier doesn't understand Chinese government policies.
" Supplier doesn't understand the importance of relationships in Chinese business.
" Supplier relies heavily on technology but little on local people.
The two Asian companies have much less concerns than three North America/European
companies regarding the cultural difference in supplier's management and/or worker
practice, and the difficulty of getting open communication and resolution of the problems.
It indicated the smaller cultural difference among China and other Asian countries help
their engineering collaboration and communication. It also confirms our earlier analysis
regarding the cultural difference between Asian OEMs and Western suppliers in their
work practice.
When comparing the foreign OEMs' concerns with foreign and local Chinese suppliers,
we find that the major differences are in the following areas:
First, foreign OEMs have much more concerns about the quality of local Chinese
suppliers' engineering than that of foreign suppliers. Second, the project management of
local Chinese suppliers is not as good as that of foreign suppliers in the eyes of foreign
OEMs. Third, foreign OEMs believe the foreign suppliers have much better IP protection
than local Chinese ones. The last one is quite interesting: foreign OEMs feel the
responsiveness of local Chinese suppliers is much better than foreign suppliers. The
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reasons of Chinese suppliers' excellent responsiveness will be discussed later in this
chapter.
Table 3.11 Foreign auto OEMs' challenges from Chinese suppliers' engineering
Challenges from Chinese Suppliers' C1 C2 C3 C4 C5 Average
Local Engineering Ranking
1 Supplier hesitates to invest more in local
engineering 3 3 5 N/A 3 3.5
2 High turnover of supplier's technical
personnel in China 3 4 4 5 3 3.8
3 Unsatisfactory quality of supplier's local
engineering output 4 5 5 4 4 4.4
4 Inadequate capability in supplier's local
engineering 4 5 5 4 4 4.4
5 Inadequate capacity in supplier's local
engineering 4 5 5 N/A 4 4.5
6 Poor project management in supplier's
organization 3 4 5 4 3 3.8
7 Cultural difference in supplier's
management and/or worker practice 3 4 5 2 2 3.2
8 Difficulty of getting open communication
and resolution about the problems 3 3 5 2 3 3.2
9 Supplier's responsiveness to our requests is
not quick enough 2 2 1 3 3 2.2
10 Language difference 1 2 4 3 4 2.8
11 Supplier's poor intellectual property (IP)
protection 3 3 5 5 4 4.0
12 Lack of new/advanced technologies in
supplier's local engineering 5 5 5 4 4 4.6
13 Difficult communication because much of
supplier's design and development is done
in other countries N/A 1 N/A 1 1 1.0
14 Supplier doesn't understand Chinese
government policies 1 1 1 1 1 1.0
15 Supplier doesn't understand the importance
of relationships in Chinese business 1 1 1 1 1 1.0
16 Supplier relies heavily on technology but
little on local people 1 1 1 1 1 1.0
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
3.4.3.7 Supplier Selection
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Table 3.12 indicates that when foreign OEMs select the suppliers, they strongly value
their traditional suppliers in other markets for the quality and relationship consideration.
At the same time, they pay great attention to the quality/price ratio. If a supplier can
provide them the best quality with the lowest price, they might be willing to take this
supplier even this is a new supplier. The foreign OEMs also value the supplier's strong
local engineering service, for their current and future engineering development in China.
The respondents feel neutral on the advanced technology of suppliers in China. This
indicates that the suppliers will compete more on other dimensions such as quality, price,
relationship and service. On the topic of Chinese joint-venture partners' role on the
outsourcing decisions, North America/European companies feel they are more influenced
by their Chinese partners, while Asian companies seem to have tighter control on their
sourcing decisions.
Table 3.12 Foreign auto OEMs' selection of suppliers
for major subsystems and components
Supplier Selection on Major Subsystems 1 2 3 4 5 Average
or Components Ranking
1 We select any supplier that provides the best
quality and lowest price 5 4 4 5 4 4.4
2 We select suppliers that provide the most
advanced technology 4 3 3 3 3 3.2
3 We select suppliers with strong local
engineering service in China 5 4 4 4 4 4.2
4 We use follow sourcing (i.e. use traditional
suppliers that serve our other markets) to
guarantee quality 4 5 4 4 4 4.2
5 We use follow sourcing to honor the long
term relationship with traditional suppliers 4 4 4 5 4 4.2
6 Our Chinese joint-venture partner plays an
important role in sourcing decisions 4 3 4 1 3 3.0
7 The personal relationship and trust plays an
important role in sourcing decisions,
especially for commodity products 4 5 2 4 4 3.8
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
3.4.3.8 Future Trend of China Auto Market
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The feedback in Table 3.13 shows that the respondents strongly believe many more
vehicles will be produced in China and exported to other markets. Foreign OEMs will
add and/or expand their local engineering in China aggressively, much improve their
authority and competence, and use it to design and develop more new vehicles for other
markets. They agree that the Chinese auto market can maintain a significant growth rate
for the next 10 years. They somehow don't think that Chinese auto OEMs will have more
vehicles with their own proprietary rights.
The future trend also indicates the possible change regarding the strategic role of foreign
OEMs' local engineering in China. Right now its major role is a Server. However, the
respondents believe that this role may switch to the Contributor after OEMs expand their
activities, capability and authority of China operations in the near future. They may focus
more on the intangible benefits such as utilizing the local skills, learning from foreign
research centers, customers, and suppliers, etc. The competition among multinational
automakers in China will soon includes local engineering in addition to sales. This is a
result of the possible trend that China is turning into a global auto R&D center in the
future as discussed in Chapter 2. Foreign OEMs will also add more and more
requirements on suppliers' engineering to support them.
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Table 3.13 Foreign auto OEMs' view on future trend of China auto market
Future Trend 1 2 3 4 5 Average
Ranking
1 The Chinese auto market will maintain a 5 3 5 1 4 3.6
significant growth rate for the next 10 years
2 Much more vehicles will be produced in China 4 5 5 4 4 4.4
and exported to other markets
3 Chinese auto OEMs will design and develop more 3 4 3 1 2 2.6
vehicles with their own proprietary rights
4 Foreign auto OEMs will add and/or expand their 5 5 4 4 3 4.2
local engineering aggressively in China
5 Foreign auto OEMs will much improve the 4 5 4 4 3 4.0
authority and competence of local engineering in
China
6 Foreign auto OEMs will use their local 5 4 4 3 4 4.0
engineering in China to design and develop more
new vehicles for other markets
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
3.5 Chinese OEMs
There are more than 120 Chinese auto OEMs. The top five Chinese OEMs are First Auto
Works (FAW), Shanghai Auto Industry Corporation (SAIC), Second Auto Works
(Dongfeng), Beijing Auto Industry Corporation (BAIC) and Changan Auto Group. They
and their joint ventures with foreign OEMs account for almost 70 percent of total annual
sales40 . Some other larger players include Geely, Beijing Auto, Brilliance, Changcheng,
Changfeng, Chery, Dongnan, Hafei, Jiangbei, Jianghuai, Jiangling, Lifan, Shanghai
Maple, Sichuan, Wuxi, etc.
As the market continues to consolidate, experts believe that the number of Chinese OEMs
will be reduced into 20 entities with a decade40 . Most smaller OEMs are likely to
disappear due to poor technology and lack of economics of scale, etc. In this section, we
will concentrate on those bigger Chinese OEMs listed above.
To understand the engineering activities of the Chinese OEMs, the author interviewed
three experts in the industry. The first one is a chief engineer at one of the top five
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Chinese OEMs. He had more than 30 years experience with the company and had led
several major developments in the past. This company has joint ventures with major US
and Japanese OEMs and suppliers. The second one is a director of engineering in charge
of a joint venture engineering center between the same Chinese OEM and a major US
OEM. The third one is a vice president of marketing of a large Chinese OEM. This
company has a joint venture with a major Japanese OEM.
The following two questions were asked during the interview:
a) What kinds of major engineering activities are Chinese OEMs doing?
b) What requirements do they normally have on suppliers?
The inputs from the interviewees are summarized as follows:
Top Five Chinese OEMs
Those OEMs are supported by government policies which emphasize the economies of
scales, introducing technology from advanced countries, etc. They have built a number of
joint ventures with foreign OEMs.
Those OEMs have relatively strong engineering capability and capacity for entire vehicle
development process compared to other OEMs. Many of them still maintain a large in-
house supplier base.
Those OEMs developed some vehicle platforms in the past before they established joint
ventures from foreign OEMs though their management and technology level was far
behind major foreign OEMs. After the partnership with foreign OEMs, the focus of their
engineering switched from developing new vehicle to localizing the production of the
vehicles introduced from their partners.
Those OEMs did develop a small number of new vehicles after the partnership. Most of
those vehicles either never hit the market, or never reached any significant volume.
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However, those OEMs are not worried about it much because they feel they have been
acquiring a great amount of knowledge and technologies from their partners, and their
profits have been very good. They plan to develop more vehicles with their own IP rights
in the future when it is needed.
SAIC, one of the top five, has been continuously developing their own vehicle
engineering and manufacturing facilities. It is unique because it is very active in investing
and acquiring capacity outside China too. Many people believe it is best positioned to
become a formidable local and regional player.
Regarding the sourcing decision, they normally try to persuade the joint venture partners
to use their in house suppliers whenever possible. But they have less influence on the
vehicle platforms from Japanese and Korean auto OEMs, and high end vehicles from
North America/Europe auto markers.
Their product planning cycle varies. For instance, for SAIC, it is normally one to two
years. For FAW, it is less than 3 years. For Dongfeng, it is normally three to five years.
They ask their suppliers to provide close and concurrent engineering support in the
product development if suppliers have the needed capability. If not, they may provide the
engineering work and ask suppliers to build on print.
Other Larger Players
Most of them have also established joint ventures with major foreign OEMs except few
ones that we will discuss later in this section.
Most of them produce vehicles through reverse engineering, getting licenses from foreign
automakers or other bigger Chinese OEMs. Or they developed vehicles by working with
foreign engineering firms such as AVL (Austria), FEV (Germany), Ital Design (Italy) and
Lotus Engineering (UK), etc.
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Several other design/engineering companies, such as Italdesign-Giugiaro, Pininfarina
S.p.A., Stile Bertone and I.D.E.A. Institute, are setting up in China to support those
OEMs.
Most of them are strongly supported by local governments. Many management and
engineering personnel in those companies are from the top five OEMs and their joint
ventures, and/or government. For example, Geely's management team includes members
from SAIC-Volkswagen, FAW-Volkswagen, Brilliance and Chinese government. Chery
has about 10,000 employees from FAW, SAIC and government.
A couple of them are very ambitious. Hafei, Chery and Geely have been strongly
investing their engineering capabilities and developing vehicles with own IPs. For
example, Chery established in-house R&D center in 2003 with 500 engineers (most from
FAW). Chery also recently exported a vehicle assembly line to Egypt, and signed a
contract with a US company to export 250,000 vehicles per year, starting 2007 '. Geely
just displayed five self-developed new cars in the "Olympics" of the auto industry -
Frankfurt International Motor Show in September 200542. Geely plans to raise output 20-
fold in 10 years and sell two thirds of it cars in the international market4l.
They focus on low cost vehicles. Most vehicles they produce have a gas engine with
displacement below 2.OL.
Their product planning cycle is very fast, normally less than 2 years. They look for
product development support from the supplier base, and ask their suppliers to provide
close and concurrent engineering support in the product development. The time for the
suppliers to react with prototypes and start of production is usually less than 10 months.
They often apply dual sourcing for most of the components. Pricing, relationships and
responsiveness are key factors in winning business.
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Some of them are targets of highly publicized lawsuits. for example, Geely with Toyota
over logo infringement and unauthorized use of its engines, and Chery with General
Motors over its model QQ.
The Chinese government has been strongly supporting the auto industry and wants to
build the auto industry as a major pillar in the nation's economy. Many people, including
the policy makers of the Chinese government, think that introducing technologies from
leading global OEMs is a good way to achieve this goal. Their beliefs are based on the
following three reasons.
First, when analyzing the comparative advantage against other developed countries, a lot
of Chinese researchers and government officers believe that China has no advantage on
the capital intensive and technology intensive industries. Instead, China has the almost
infinitely available inexperienced labor. So China can out-source their technology to
other developed countries 43 and concentrate their efforts on developing labor intensive
industries. Assembling the vehicles designed by foreign OEMs well utilizes the China's
labor advantage.
Second, although China has developed their auto industry for about fifty years, most of
the sedans made in China today are still designed by foreign firms. Some people think the
technology gap between Chinese auto firms and foreign auto firms is so huge that it is
nearly impossible to catch up. Therefore, they think the goal should be to build China as
"3
"the manufacturing center of the world's auto industry".
Third, some Chinese researchers developed a "Borrowing technology theory 44". The
basic idea is that through foreign direct investment, foreign companies' new products,
product development capability, advanced technologies and management skills will be
introduced to China, and will eventually diffuse to the Chinese companies. This might be
a shortcut for Chinese companies to achieve faster growth at a lower cost.
3 One of the guidelines of 2003 China auto industry policy.
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Based on those concepts, the Chinese government has been offering the China market to
foreign companies in exchange for providing outside technologies. A number of policies
have been set up to encourage the entry of major foreign auto OEMs and the economies
of scale. Indeed, those top Chinese OEMs and their joint ventures have had dominant
sales in the China auto market.
However, a small number of Chinese OEMs, such as Chery, Geely and Haifei, etc. also
catch the attention of many people. Those OEMs don't have joint ventures with foreign
OEMs. They are striving to develop vehicles with their own IP either through internal
engineering workforce or cooperating with other professional engineering firms.
Although they are much smaller than the top Chinese OEMs and foreign OEMs, they are
able to compete head to head with those OEMs in economic car market segment and
achieve great growth. F. Lu and K. Feng36 conducted a detailed research study on those
companies (Will be referred as IHIP4 companies in discussion below) in their project for
the State Department of Science and Technology. They found that those companies had
significant advantages over other Chinese firms including the top ones due to several
reasons.
First, the self-development cost of IHIP firms is lower than the cost of introducing
existing products and technologies from foreign OEMs. Besides the low cost of Chinese
development engineers, IHIP firms use much more domestic equipment and materials
which are also much cheaper. Even if they decide to introduce products and technologies
from abroad, they can also do it with a much lower cost. For example, FAW spent 180
million Euros to purchase an existing vehicle model from their joint venture partner
Volkswagen. But when another IHIP firm asked the best Germany engineering firm to
develop a brand new vehicle for them, the quoted price was only 70 million Euros. Lu
and Feng found that their lower cost to introduce technologies is due to no restriction
from foreign joint venture partners, and the authority to make choices in product, process,
technology, equipment and materials, etc.
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4 IHIP: Independent and have own IP.
Second, their cost of building manufacturing facilities is lower. Thanks to their full
authority to decide the product and process, they can make decisions about price, and
about how to build the plants. Their cost is always lower because they have better
understanding on the local conditions in China, their company's conditions and needs,
and use their investments most efficiently. Two manufacturing plants built at Hafei and
Geely only cost one third and one fifth of what those top Chinese OEMs and foreign
OEMs might have to spend.
On the contrary, other Chinese OEMs which have joint ventures with foreign OEMs
often introduce technologies or equipment that may not be necessary or cost effective.
For example, robots are used in Volkswagen and General Motors to transport parts
because of the high cost of German and US workers. In China, while the automation is
less than it is in Germany or US, many robots were introduced to Chinese OEMs' joint
ventures with Volkswagen and General Motors even though those robots are even more
expensive than the compensations of a few hundred Chinese workers. At Geely's factory,
40 minutes south of Shanghai, visitors are jolted back to the past, watching workers sweat
to bolt car bodies together by hand31
Third, as we also found in the survey, the competition in the China auto market is more
and more concentrated on the product upgrade and new product introduction. Those IHIP
OEMs may have some capabilities better than other Chinese OEMs and even foreign
OEMs. An introduction of a new vehicle product is not only dependent on technologies
and development capabilities, it is also strongly related to the understanding of local
market needs. Many examples in different industries have proven that the Chinese firms
are more sensitive and accurate in the understanding of Chinese market needs. When
combining their product development ability and low-cost structure, those IHIP firms
may develop products that are very competitive in the market.
Those top Chinese OEMs and their Joint ventures should also have a good understanding
of the market. However, as discovered in our interviews earlier in this chapter, the focus
of their engineering function after the joint venture has switched from developing new
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vehicle to localizing the production of the vehicles introduced from their partners. As a
result, they have introduced very few products themselves.
Fourth, the IHIP firms are not only able to master the engineering capabilities through the
practice in the IP self development, but also acquire the comprehensive capabilities of
entire vehicle development as well as product, process and management improvement.
These comprehensive capabilities are the sources of innovation in technology,
organization and management.
Although a large amount of engineering activities of those firms still concentrates on
reverse engineering, this doesn't mean they can be ignored. C. Freeman4 5 found that
Japanese firms learned technology from advanced countries mainly through reverse
engineering activities after the World War II. The reverse engineering required the
cooperation of many departments, and developed them the required ability of system
thinking and continuous improvement based on local conditions. They treated the plant as
a laboratory and created new management processes, which integrated the R&D with
process, procurement, manufacturing and marketing, etc. The innovation of Toyota
Production System is an example of this46 .
L. Kim's research4 7 on the history of Korean auto industry showed a similar pattern. Both
Hyundai and Daewoo started learning automotive technologies from CKD5 assembly.
Later on Hyundai refused foreign OEMs to control them and insisted to develop the
products mainly on their own, while Daewoo heavily relied on their joint venture with
General Motors to receive new technologies. Two different approaches of learning
technology generated two different outcomes. Hyundai constantly outperformed Daewoo,
and Daewoo was eventually acquired by General Motors.
The top Chinese OEMs also want to develop their own brands. SAIC aims to be among
the world's top six car companies by 2020. It trumped a domestic rival to buy Ssangyong
5 Complete Knock-Down (CKD) is a form of manufacturing, involving the deconstruction of vehicles into
kit form for subsequent re-assembly at a chosen destination.
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Motors, South Korea's fourth largest carmaker, and it is also in talks to rescue MG Rover
in Britain4 8 . Yet these are defensive acquisitions of technologies and design skills to catch
two nimbler rivals, Chery and Geely, which already make own-brand cars at home.
Domestic joint-ventures with General Motors and Volkswagen may have constrained
49SAIC and made it uncompetitive
The above analysis indicates that those IHIP companies could become a formidable giant
someday. They are small, weak and have many technical and quality bundles to
overcome today. But they may climb the ladder and challenge those well established
Chinese and Western OEMs in the near future. This phenomena has happened again and
again, and was conceptualized in C. Christenson's well known attack below model50.
Those IHIP companies deserve great attention from other top Chinese OEMs, foreign
OEMs and suppliers.
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3.6 Summary
The major findings of this chapter are summarized as follows:
" The major motivation of foreign OEMs' business in China is to gain the
proximity of China auto market. Different foreign companies show very different
capabilities in local engineering. North American and European companies have
more capabilities than Asian ones in China. The current strategic role of their
engineering and operations in China is Server. However, it is likely to change
from the Server to the Contributor in the near future.
" Currently most foreign auto OEMs are taking advantage of their existing vehicle
designs and build productions in China for local market. They may use their local
engineering to develop more new vehicles for China market.
" Foreign auto companies have much shorter product planning cycles in China
when compared to their planning cycles in other traditional regions. Many major
foreign and Chinese OEMs have a product planning cycle of 3 or less than 3 years.
Speed is a key in China's market.
* There is a clear correlation between OEMs' engineering activities and their
requirements. If OEMs have a kind of engineering activity in China, they would
more likely ask the suppliers to have the same activities and vise versa.
" Major North America and European OEMs are likely to build full local
engineering capabilities in China, and ask their suppliers to conduct more
engineering work locally. The Asian OEMs will rely more on their engineering
facilities in home countries for the China market, and build limited capabilities in
China mainly for localization of products.
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" The major issue foreign OEMs have with foreign suppliers in China is the
responsiveness. The major challenges with Chinese suppliers' engineering are
engineering quality, capability, capacity, technology and IP protection.
" Foreign OEMs feel the responsiveness of local Chinese suppliers is much better
than foreign suppliers.
" While most foreign OEMs strongly value their traditional suppliers in other
markets for quality and relationship consideration, they are paying great attention
to the quality/price ratio, and local engineering service. The respondents highly
value the benefits of having supplier's local engineering in China.
" On the topic of Chinese joint-venture partners' role on the outsourcing decisions,
North America and European companies feel they are more influenced by their
Chinese partners. Asian companies seem to have tight control on their sourcing
decisions.
* OEMs agree that the Chinese auto market can maintain a significant growth rate
for the next 10 years though competition will be much tougher in the future.
Much more vehicles will be produced in China and exported to other markets.
" Foreign OEMs do not believe that Chinese auto OEMs will have more vehicles
with their own proprietary rights. But several Chinese OEMs don't seem to agree
on that. They are independent and strive to develop their own IP, and have great
advantages over other bigger Chinese OEMs and foreign OEMs. Those firms are
small and weak today, but they could become the formidable players in the
industry and should deserve great attention.
" Similar to their foreign peers, major Chinese OEMs ask their suppliers to conduct
concurrent engineering with them in the product development if possible.
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* The number of Chinese local OEMs will be much reduced in the future due to
consolidation. Identifying the winners and working with them will be a critical
task for players in the industry.
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Chapter 4 Light Vehicle Exhaust System Industry in China
After understanding the OEMs' activities and their requirements on suppliers in the
China auto market, in this chapter, we will analyze the China exhaust system industry for
light vehicles, in which the supplier in our case study serves.
4.1 Light Vehicle Exhaust System
A typical light vehicle exhaust system is shown in Figure 4.1. Figure 4.2 shows the
decomposition of the system in the vehicle. This architecture configuration has been
relatively stable for many years.
Figure 4.1 A typical exhaust system
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The design of an exhaust system has four purposes to meet four needs from customers:
reducing noise and providing a customer friendly sound, transferring the exhaust gas,
reducing pollution and enhancing power. Figure 4.3 shows the relationship between
purposes and subsystems in an object-process methodology (OPM) diagram 2 ,53
indicates that each subsystem is used to fulfill a primary intent. The interface between
each subsystem is relatively clear and stable.
Due to the different characteristics of engine, suspension and chassis structure of
different vehicle platforms, an exhaust system is normally custom designed for a new
vehicle to achieve the best performance.
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Figure 4.2 Architecture of exhaust system
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4.2 Chinese Government Regulations Related to Exhaust System Industry
As China's vehicle production and population increased rapidly in recent years, exhaust
gas and noise emitted by vehicles have brought extensive concern from the society. Many
regulations have been set up to reduce the vehicle emissions and noise.
4.2.1 Emission Standards
The global environment has been deteriorated by toxic emissions such as CO, NOx, SO,
particulate matter (PM), volatile organic component (VOC), etc. and the greenhouse
gases such as CO 2, CH4, etc. The on road automobile alone is discharging more than 30%
of overall toxic gas and emissions as shown in Figure 4.4.
Figure 4.4 Toxic Emission Sources (Based on emissions of 188 hazardous air
pollutants)54
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In the United States, since President Richard Nixon signed the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA) in 1970, the government has been continuously adopting stricter and
stricter regulations on vehicle emissions. Figure 4.5 shows an example of government
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regulations on two major pollutants over time. The European Union used a different set
of regulations. The current standard in US is equivalent to the EU III in European
regulations. The EU emissions standard for passenger cars is shown in Appendix II.
Figure 4.5 Emission standard change in United States5 5
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Meeting tough emission requirements needs close teamwork of auto OEMs and suppliers.
The emission control can normally be done using high efficiency catalytic converters,
close-coupled catalyst converters, efficient and light weight exhaust manifolds designed
to retain heat for the catalyst converters, exhaust gas re-circulation valves (EGRs), direct
injection in engine combustion, or a combination of all five. The last two methods are
related to engine suppliers. The first three are mainly related to the exhaust system
suppliers and their sub-tier suppliers. A sketch of catalytic converters is shown in Figure
4.6 and more information about how it works can be found in the reference 6 . The
catalyst converter only works efficiently at a fairly high temperature. Auto companies can
improve the temperature by moving the catalytic converter closer to the engine (so called
"close-coupled catalyst converters") and using efficient and light weight exhaust
manifolds designed to retain heat for the catalyst converters.
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Figure 4.6 A sketch of catalyst converter
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Vehicle emissions have become the first important air pollution source in large cities in
China 7. China's emission control regulations are behind the ones in developed countries.
The Chinese OEMs didn't abandon vehicle models without emission control equipment
and adopt EU6 I standards until 2000. However, they are catching up quickly. The Euro II
standard will be fully implemented in China in 2005. The more developed cities such as
Shanghai and Beijing adopted the Euro II in 2003, earlier than the rest of the country. The
State Environment Protection Administration (SEPA) of China has made new standards
equivalent to EU III and IV and will adopt them nationwide in 2008 and 2010. Beijing
will implement EU III by middle of 2005, possibly together with other major cities like
Shanghai, Guangzhou, etc. The trend of vehicle emission standards in China is shown in
Figure 4.7 from the SEPA website58.
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6 European Union emission regulations.
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Figure 4.7 Vehicle emission standards in China
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The Chinese government is also considering ever tighter control on emissions. The SEPA
indicates that a proposal is under development to link vehicle taxes with exhaust
emissions, in a bid to alleviate the pressure of increasing numbers of automobiles on the
environment59 . In the future, the government will levy no tax if consumers buy lower-
level or zero emission vehicles. Those who buy cars with higher emission will be taxed
more heavily.
In today's China auto market, EU II is still the mainstream emission requirement for local
OEMs. But many foreign auto OEMs are developing vehicles to meet EU III. Because
the emission standards in China lag behind those in developed countries, the foreign
exhaust system suppliers don't have significant technology obstacles to meet the
emission requirements. The ever stricter emission requirements in fact provides exhaust
system suppliers a great opportunity for growth.
4.2.2 Noise Regulations
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China has passed new drive-by noise regulations that are even tougher than US standards
and take effect in 200560. The local Chinese OEMs and suppliers are struggling with how
to lower the noise level to meet those regulatory requirements. The foreign OEMs and
suppliers are in a better position due to their technologies, long term product development
experience and capabilities.
In addition to the Chinese government's mandatory noise standards, most foreign OEMs
require suppliers to achieve interior noise limits set by them. Many foreign OEMs such as
General Motors also focus on the overall interior sound quality 7 which local OEMs
haven't had any specific requirements yet.
Regarding the engine type, most of the light vehicles in-use in China are gasoline-
powered, and the experts believe that almost all new models will be. As a result, the noise
reduction technology for gasoline-powered vehicles is the priority for light vehicles.
4.3 Barriers to Entry
The barriers to entry for foreign suppliers to enter the China exhaust system industry are
low. Since the OEM is the major distribution channel for suppliers to reach the end
consumers , major foreign suppliers followed their traditional customers to the China
market. As discovered in the survey in Chapter 3, most vehicles sold by foreign OEMs
were existing platforms that had been developed in other locations with their traditional
suppliers. Those foreign suppliers could just utilize their existing designs (with minor
modifications, if needed). The capital requirement for a plant is not high (Normally it is
somewhere between $1 to $25 million, depending on the capability and capacity). The
technologies needed to meet China's emission and noise regulations are not a big concern
to those foreign suppliers.
7 Sound quality refers to the quality of sound, which is especially important for higher end vehicles. For
example, a BMW has its own signature sound many people like.
8 Some exhaust system suppliers also make parts for aftermarket. But the volume and profit is typically
lower than OEM market.
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Overall, there are more than 40 major providers from full exhaust system to components
in the world61. Eleven of them are global full system suppliers that have significant shares
in major global markets. Nine of them are OEMs' captive suppliers. Some of the largest
ones have established their presence in China.
The Chinese local suppliers don't have much experience in emission control development
thanks to the short history of emission regulations in China. They also have difficulties
meeting the noise requirements. However, the growth of the China auto market and
opportunities from the ever stricter emission and noise regulations are very attractive to
individual entrepreneurs and local governments. A number of exhaust suppliers are
emerging.
4.4 Degree of Rivalry
In this section, four major Chinese exhaust system suppliers and seven major foreign
suppliers are first analyzed in detail, and then the overall competition in the exhaust
system industry is summarized.
4.4.1 Competition of Major Players
To prepare this analysis, we interviewed a number of experts in two top global exhaust
system suppliers in the world, including the general manager of China operation, senior
director of strategy, director of marketing and sales of China market, managers, senior
engineering, procurements, manufacturing, etc. The results are summarized in Tables 4.1
and 4.2. The companies' names in the table are disguised to protect the interviewed
suppliers' proprietary information.
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Table 4.1 Major Chinese Exhaust Suppliers in China
Company* Background JV partners Technical support Current customers in Major characteristics
China
CHI Strongly supported F2 Established technical Many local Chinese OEMs Very quick response
by local government center with Not recognized by most Very low price when competed
significant major foreign OEMs yet. Located in customer base
investment Supplying one Korean Business losing money
OEM
CH2 In house supplier of a Fl Use JV for technical A major Chinese OEM and Low cost and low price
major Chinese OEM support their JVs with foreign Located in customer base
OEMs Poor quality
Looking for expanding JV Lack of understanding of lean
to cover all Western manufacturing
customers
CH3 Strongly supported With F5 in License technology Strong relationship with a Located in customer base
by local government progress from JV partner major Chinese OEM Lack of understanding of lean
Business with Japanese manufacturing
OEMs through JV
relationship
CH4 Owned by F2 Use JV for technical A major Chinese OEM N/A
government support
* "CH" stands for local Chinese exhaust system supplier.
Table 4.2 Major Foreign Exhaust Suppliers in China
Company** Background JV partner Technical support Current customers in Major characteristics
China
FO*** Major global None in China; From tech centers in Major North American and Discussed in Chapter 5
player F3 and F4 in other countries European OEMs
other regions
F1 Major global CH2; Announced to Major foreign OEMs High speed and flexibility
player; Other local establish a tech center Major local OEMs Aggressive pricing for local
largest market OEMs' in house in China within a OEMs
share in China suppliers year Aggressively establish JVs to
leverage relationship
Very aggressive investment and
goals
Located strategically in China to
be closer to customers
F2 Major global CHI; Established a tech Major foreign OEMs Locate close to customers
player; Local suppliers in center with CH1; Major local OEMs Very flexible to customer
2 "d largest market major automotive Plan to open new tech requirements
share in China cities center in Japan Aggressive investments
F3 Major global Many joint Building a large Major foreign OEMs Long term relationship with the
player in multiple ventures R&D center Major local OEMs OEM
products; Strong reputation
Spin-off of a Develop China into one of
major global manufacturing centers to support
OEM its global operations
** "F" stands for foreign exhaust system supplier. ***The supplier in the case study of this paper.
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Table 4.2 Major Foreign Exhaust Suppliers in China (Continued)
Company Background JV partner Technical support Current customers in Major characteristics
China
F4 Long term supplier None in China; From tech center in Major Korean OEMs Long term relationship
to major Korean FO in other Korea Follow the customers
OEMs regions Locate close to customers
High speed and flexibility
F5 Long term supplier None in China; From tech center in Major Japanese OEMs Long term relationship
to major Japanese FO in other Japan Follow the customers
OEMs regions Locate close to customers
F6 Long term supplier None in China From tech center in Major Japanese OEMs Long term relationship
to major Japanese Japan Follow the customers
OEMs Locate close to customers
Chinese Exhaust System Suppliers
From the information in Tables 4.1 and 4.2, we can clearly see that the relationship plays
a critical role in exhaust system business in China. While the Chinese suppliers lack
engineering capabilities and manufacturing excellence, they have strong connections with
major Chinese OEMs, or they are strongly supported by local government which can and
will influence both the local and foreign OEMs' decisions in China. The exit barrier for
underperforming Chinese suppliers is high due to local government's concerns of job loss
and regional economic support.
As discussed earlier, Chinese OEMs have strong influence on the sourcing decisions in
some joint ventures, especially the ones with North American and European OEMs. They
prefer to use their in-house suppliers to protect local jobs and keep established
relationships. As a result, a major barrier to entry for a foreign supplier is the access to
the product distribution channel. To break this barrier, some foreign suppliers
aggressively established joint ventures with those Chinese suppliers to leverage their
relationships. This movement provides Chinese suppliers an opportunity to leverage the
joint venture for technical support and to expand their business to foreign OEMs. Thus
the partnership between Chinese and foreign suppliers is a win-win situation.
Besides the relationships with Chinese OEMs and government, Chinese suppliers also
have very high responsiveness to customer requirements. This is a key differentiation
point for suppliers found out earlier from the OEMs' survey, and it also becoming ever
increasingly important for business in China due to fierce competition. Based on our
interviews with foreign OEMs, Chinese OEMs and the global exhaust system supplier of
our case study, we believe that several factors may contribute to the responsiveness of
Chinese suppliers:
* Chinese suppliers are likely to be local. Their engineering, production and other
operations are likely located close to the OEMs' facilities.
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" Those Chinese suppliers strive to establish the relationship with foreign OEMs,
and often put foreign OEMs' projects on the top of their priority. Their leaders are
very entrepreneurial. They are longing for exposure to the external world and
dream to expand their business overseas someday.
" Chinese suppliers have different work ethic. They are very flexible, and wiling to
work very long hours. They will add a lot more human resources and a lot of
overtime to meet the customers' requirements, if needed, and often do so without
additional compensations. This normally won't happen with a Western supplier.
" The Chinese are well aware of their weaknesses in technology and manufacturing
excellence compared to foreign suppliers. They are trying to fully utilize their
other competitive advantages.
Chinese suppliers also have low cost structure due to their lower wage standards and
higher motivation to use cheaper equipment and labor to replace more expensive
machines. Some of them are offering very aggressive pricing for new business, even with
a loss. This is possible due to several reasons: a). They are willing to take a loss for the
market share; b). Local government wants them to keep the factories running so that they
can keep the local employment. c). Some local government actually provide them with
strong financial support.
The high responsiveness and low price are considered the two main advantages for
Chinese suppliers to gain new business. Their products are still mainly for lower-end
vehicles, which is now the vehicle segment with major growth. With the help from their
joint venture operations with foreign suppliers, they may slowly improve their technical
capability and operation excellence to strengthen their position in the low end segment.
They may even climb the ladder and penetrate into higher market end eventually.
Foreign Exhaust System Suppliers
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For foreign suppliers, the importance of the relationship is clear. Some foreign suppliers,
such as three Japanese and Korean suppliers in the study, followed their traditional
customers to China, established their operations in China as a Wholly Owned Foreign
Enterprise (WOFE), and mainly serve those customers as they do in other regions. It
seems this business model works fine with those suppliers because their traditional
Japanese or Korean customers value their long term OEM and supplier relationships.
Two of seven foreign suppliers in the study aggressively built joint ventures with Chinese
local/in-house suppliers and successfully penetrated into the business with major Chinese
OEMs. Those foreign suppliers who don't have joint ventures can still utilize the
relationship with foreign OEMs in the Chinese-foreign OEM joint ventures. However,
the suppliers with relationship with both sides of an OEM joint venture gained a
significant edge when competing for new business.
Those two major global players exactly meet one of the most critical requirements of the
customer - responsiveness. They are not only located very close to customers, but also
invested aggressively in China. Besides the joint venture operations, they also announced
plans to build or also established their technical centers with significant engineering
capabilities in China. Those centers provide them with great responsiveness, flexibility
and provided customers with great confidence of their capabilities and commitments. All
of these are highly appreciated by customers when they make outsourcing decisions.
Those two major global players are also aggressive when setting their expectations and
goals. They announce very high sales goals and want to the leaders of the market. They
expected more, challenged themselves more and achieved more. Their rankings in China
are number one and two, which are significantly higher than their rankings in other
regions.
They are not only concentrated with their traditional customers in other regions, but also
strive to establish the relationship with selected Chinese independent local OEMs
(Distribution channel #2 in Figure 4.7), some of which may not give them very profitable
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business at this stage. However, they viewed those business decisions as strategic
investments for future growth. As we see from many historic examples of Japanese and
Korean companies, Chinese companies also pay great attention to relationships. Those
two companies have taken a step forward to secure the relationship needed for future
growth.
4.4.2 Overall Competition in the Market
The foreign suppliers followed their traditional customers and extended their playing
field from other regions to China. They have their advantages over Chinese suppliers.
However, the Chinese suppliers, backed by local government and/or Chinese OEMs,
have their own unique strengths. The degree of rivalry is high. The exhaust system
market in China is very fragmented as shown in Figure 4.8. It shows that the major
foreign exhaust system suppliers, most of which are examined in this section, had the
highest individual shares in the market in 2004. One third of the market was occupied by
many other smaller players including the four major Chinese suppliers in this study.
Figure 4.8 Fragmented China exhaust system market in 200461
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4.5 Buyer Power
The buyer power is extremely high because the exhaust system has been considered as a
commodity product by OEMs, based on our interviews with OEMs and suppliers.
Although emissions has become increasingly critical and exhaust system becomes ever
more important in the vehicle, all the exhaust suppliers rely on their sub-tier catalyst
converter component suppliers for the emission control devices in the exhaust system.
Figure 4.9 shows the tier structure of the exhaust system industry. Those catalyst
converter component suppliers actually are the major driving force behind the technology
development for emission control such as new catalyst, substrate and supporting
materials as shown in the Figure 4.10. In most cases, OEMs will select those components
themselves from sub-tier suppliers because of the critical nature of the emission control
to their final vehicle certification (Sometimes OEMs even make catalyst converter
component suppliers tier-1 suppliers).
Figure 4.9 Supplier structure for exhaust system suppliers
OEM
Exhaust system tier I Other Tier 1 suppliers
supplier
Catalyst converter Muffler subsystem Manifold subsystem Other tier I suppliers
component suppliers supplier supplier
Raw material supplier Manufacturing Other tier III suppliers
Process supplier
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Figure 4.10 Sub-tier suppliers drive major technology development in emission control
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Exhaust system suppliers integrate other components together with the catalyst converter
to make a full exhaust system. The processes conducted by the exhaust system suppliers
have great impact on the emission control performance, and the durability of the products.
The expertise for the integration processes requires the understanding of the customer
requirements, positioning the optimal location for catalyst converter, welding, clamping,
etc. The design of other subsystems in the exhaust system also determines the noise
performance - another critical system requirement.
However, those technologies are commoditized. Even the auto OEMs normally believe
that only 3-5 global exhaust system suppliers are really good at those processes, but they
also believe the technologies of top 3-5 suppliers are about same though one might be
slightly better than another in some areas. So the technologies among exhaust suppliers
cannot be viewed as a tool of differentiation among them. In the few cases that one has
some technologies notable better than others, it might not be highly valued by OEMs. As
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a director of engineering at a major foreign OEM said, "We don't always need the best
performance, the second or third is just fine to us. First, the differences among them
could be trivial at our vehicle system level. Second, product performance is just one of
the dimensions we consider when making sourcing decisions."
To make things worse, each of those 3-5 exhaust suppliers have huge manufacturing
capacity and all strive to get more new business to keep their factories running. Even
though there are more than 40 exhaust system or component suppliers, the competition in
the global market is often concentrated among those 3-5 suppliers. The overcapacity
greatly accelerated the commoditization of those technologies though the number of the
companies that possess them is still rare.
Due to the commodity view of exhaust products and technologies, OEMs don't think they
have to rely on one or two suppliers for their products. If necessary, they can switch the
product from one supplier to another with reasonably low risk and costs.
On the other hand, the exhaust system suppliers have to use the OEM as a distribution
channel for their products. Regular consumers normally only pay attention to the brand
name of the vehicle, and rarely notice the brand of the exhaust system and demand a
certain supplier's product. The few top OEMs often take a significant portion of the sales
of a supplier. For example, one OEM has the 85% of the China sales of the supplier in the
case study.
OEMs are also very price sensitive due to the tougher competition and decreasing margin
in the China market. To compete for market share, OEMs have been keep cutting their
prices and exerted much more price pressure on suppliers.
As a result, the OEMs have great power over exhaust suppliers. The exhaust system
industry in China is a buyer's market.
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4.6 Supplier Power
There are three types of suppliers for an exhaust system supplier. The first one is the
catalyst converter component suppliers discussed in Section 4.5. The auto OEMs
normally work with them closely due to quality concerns. Those suppliers deliver the
parts to the exhaust system supplier's assembly line and send the invoices to OEMs
directly.
The second type of suppliers is the ones that provide other subsystems and components
such as muffler, manifold, resonator, hanger, isolator, etc. The exhaust system suppliers
have been outsourcing more and more manufacturing of subsystems and components to
sub-tier suppliers. They provide sub-tier suppliers with the engineering design, focus
themselves on the final assembly, and are responsible for the quality of the full exhaust
system. Because many of this kind of sub-tier suppliers are available and the technologies
used in the manufacturing process are relatively common, they don't have much power in
front of a full exhaust system supplier.
The third one is the raw material supplier. The power of those suppliers has changed
dramatically in recent years. First, the main raw material for an exhaust system is high
grade stainless steel which no Chinese domestic company currently can produce. Second,
the exit of many steel companies in the past (due to poor economic performance) caused
a reduced steel supply. The survived US and European steel companies, having struggled
with overcapacity for years, are reluctant to expand their facilities62 . The rapid growth of
the China economy created huge demand. The imbalance of the supply and demand
provided the steel supplier great power. The steel price has been increased by more than
50% in 2 years as shown in Figure 4.11.
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Figure 4.11 Price increase of stainless steel63
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Although the raw materials suppliers' direct customers are the suppliers of subsystems
and components, exhaust system suppliers often have to work with them directly and try
to leverage the economies of scales over many product platforms. However, due to the
supply and demand relationship, exhaust system suppliers have shown decreasing power
over those raw materials suppliers. Much profit has been shifted to the raw materials
suppliers in this industry.
4.7 Substitutes
Three major substitutes for exhaust systems in China and the rest of the world, no exhaust
system, fuel cell and hybrid cars, will be discussed in details in this section.
4.7.1 No Exhaust System
Although no exhaust system could save consumers about $50 to $1,000 per vehicle
depending on the vehicle type, this option is not allowed in China. As shown early,
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emission and noise created great challenges for major Chinese cities. The Chinese
government has adopted international emission control standards since 2000 and the most
recent noise regulations are even tighter than the United States. Those regulations have
been seriously enforced by new vehicle certification and vehicle yearly inspection.
4.7.2 Fuel Cell
The fuel cell is extremely interesting to many people. Hydrogen itself is the cleanest fuel
on the planet, combining with oxygen to create pure water vapor. Zero emission and little
noise will be generated, and no exhaust system will be needed. The energy efficiency of a
fuel cell car is twice as much as the one from a gasoline-powered car. It can stream line
the manufacturing for auto OEMs. A fuel-cell vehicle may only have one-tenth the
number of parts of a traditional internal combustion engine. For General Motors, one fuel
cell factory could meet its needs for every size and shape of vehicle, and replace its 29
types of engines, 20 types of transmissions, and 48 factories around the world today64 . At
last, the hydrogen could, in principle, deliver energy independence to every nation
because it can be derived using any number of sources-including oil, natural gas, nuclear
fission, coal, hydroelectric power and wind. Attracted by those benefits, nearly all of the
world's carmakers and many governments, including China, are developing fuel cells.
A Lotka-Volterra model 65 , Figure 4.12, was developed to predict the future of both
established catalyst converter and disruptive technology fuel cell. The model predicts that
the fuel cell technology will keep growing in near future and the development of the
catalytic converter will stay in lower development cycle. The relationship between fuel
cell and catalyst converter is predator and prey. Eventually, the catalytic converter will be
replaced by fuel cell technology.
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Figure 4.12 Lotka-Volterra model for fuel cell and conventional catalyst converter
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However, a number of technical and marketing challenges have to be overcome before
the fuel cell becomes a major player in the auto market64. The failure to clear any single
one could sink the whole effort. Those major challenges are described as follows.
(1) Cost and durability
Any new propulsion system must at least match what drivers are used to. It has to be fast,
durable and affordable. Based on today's best technology, carmakers could produce a fuel
cell system with 200hp, which is the horsepower seen in an average vehicle. Its cost
today is about $75,000 though the future improvement in technology and increasing
volume would bring it down. The fuel cell is also far from ready to be durable enough to
drive in everyday life. It degrades too fast and doesn't work well in cold weather.
(2) Hydrogen storage
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To sell, a car should be able to run 300 miles between fill-ups. Hydrogen is the least
dense substance on the planet. In order to get enough onboard to travel 300 miles,
hydrogen has to be cooled, compressed or fused, which is still very technically
challenging.
(3) Infrastructure
There are no filling stations yet. Fuel cell car vendors must somehow persuade energy
companies and governments to rebuild the world's energy infrastructure, which means
billions of dollars. The hydrogen is also hard to ship because it is so diffuse. It would take
25 truckloads of hydrogen to match the energy contained in one truckload of gasoline.
(4) Sources of hydrogen
Although hydrogen is everywhere, it must be isolated using heat or electricity. Those
processes are very expensive and generate carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas. For other
sources like fossil fuels, a transition from gasoline to hydrogen would nearly double net
greenhouse gas emissions attributable to passenger vehicles.
Due to the barriers above, this disruptive technology, fuel cell, is still at its embryo stage.
General Motors is currently making its single biggest research bet on it. They claim that
they will develop a hydrogen-fuel-cell vehicle that could compete on cost with traditional
vehicles, if it were to be built in high volumes, by 2010. However, most people don't
believe it. DaimlerChrysler has spent $1 billion on the fuel cell technology and even once
promised a fuel cell car by 2004. But these days it's leaning more toward clean diesel
engines. Ford is developing hydrogen combustion engines along with fuel cells. Toyota
has a strong fuel-cell program but believes that 30 years from now all cars will run on
hybrids.
The consensus among industry experts is that if hydrogen fuel cell cars ever make
economic sense, it will be a long time from now. As a result, the threat of fuel cell to
exhaust system industry of China market is low in the short term.
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4.7.3 Hybrid System
As pointed out by J. Utterback 6 , the users and manufacturers of the established
technologies do not sit back and watch their markets disappear. The traditional engine
and catalyst converter companies and their customers have been continuously improving
their established products (conventional engine and catalyst converter, etc.) to keep
themselves in the game as shown in Figure 4.13. In the meantime, some of them have
also introduced the burst of improvements on the established technologies to reduce
emissions such as Displacement on Demand (DoD) 67, hybrid, turbo charging, six-speed
transmissions, ethanol, natural gas, etc.
Among those much improved technologies, hybrid technology is very promising and
hybrid vehicles have been mass produced. Table 4.3 shows some hybrid cars currently
sold in the global market, or will hit the market in the next year". While hybrid engines
are in their infancy in China, the country's auto industry is adopting some of the latest
technology from abroad and even seeking ways to improve it. Volkswagen just signed an
agreement with its Chinese partner SAIC to develop their own hybrid automobiles69.
The hybrid technology will exert a big impact on exhaust system companies. Hybrids
cars run off of a rechargeable battery/electric motor and a smaller gasoline engine, with
the braking energy used to recharge the battery. For a smaller engine, emission and noise
control devices will still be needed, but their size and dollar value per vehicle will be
much reduced. Therefore, it is considered as a potential substitute to exhaust systems.
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Figure 4.13 Burst of improvement in established technology
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The hybrids are currently penetrating the market at about 0.5% of the 17 million US car
consumers every year 0 . The premium price a hybrid commands is the major reason it
stops many buyers. Let's take an example from Table 4.3 to illustrate this. The hybrid
models do have better fuel economy. For example, the savings of Toyota Prius is 168
gallons per year. When using the fuel price of $3.00 per gallon9 , the savings is worth
$504 per year. However, this hybrid model is $5,285 more expensive than its
conventional model, which means a driver needs 10.5 years of fuel savings to cover the
premium on the hybrid model. The rising oil price might make the years shorter, but the
cost of hybrids is still the major obstacle for hybrids to be popular7 1 .
9 The gas retail price in China is among the world's lowest and is government-capped.
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Table 4.3 Hybrid Vehicle vs. Conventional Model
Hybrid model Conventional model
LEXUS RX 400h LEXUS RX 330 AWD
Base price $49,185 $38,075
Fuel economy 29 mpg 21 mpg
Annual Savings 197 gal. --
Range 499 miles 403 miles
0 to 60 MPH 7.3 sec 7.7 sec
Hybrid model Conventional model
HONDA Civic HONDA Civic EX
Hybrid Sedan
Base price $21,415 $18,275
Fuel economy 48 mpg 34 mpg
Annual Savings 127 gal. --
Range 634 miles 449 miles
0 to 60 MPH 12 sec 10 sec
Hybrid model Conventional model
TOYOTA Prius TOYOTA Corolla LE
Base price $21,515 $16,230
Fuel economy 55 mpg 34 mpg
Annual Savings 168 gal. --
Range 654 miles 449 miles
0 to 60 MPH 10 sec 9.0 sec
Hybrid model Conventional model
TOYOTA TOYOTA Highlander
Highlander Hybrid 2WD V-6
2WD
Base price $33,595 $26,555
Fuel economy 30 mpg 21 mpg
Annual Savings 214 gal. --
Range 516 miles 401 miles
0 to 60 MPH 7.3 sec 7.8 sec
Hybrid model Conventional model
FORD Escape Hybrid FORD Escape XLT
Base price $27,400 $23,105
Fuel economy 33 mpg 23 mpg
Annual Savings 197 gal. --
Range 495 miles 380 miles
0 to 60 MPH 9.0 sec 11.0 sec
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Hybrid model Conventional model
HONDA Accord HONDA Accord EX
Hybrid V-6
Base price $30,655 $27,365
Fuel economy 33 mpg 24 mpg
Annual Savings 170 gal. --
Range 564 miles 410 miles
0 to 60 MPH 7.5 sec 8.0 sec
To boost the market share, carmakers must overcome the major technological hurdles and
make hybrids' battery systems smaller, cheaper, and more powerful. The battery
technology has been improved in recent years. For example, the cost and weight of the
battery for Toyota Prius has been cut by 50% compared to the first generation in 1997.
However, better batteries may still be the biggest barrier in reducing the cost of hybrids.
For the Honda Accord hybrid, the battery accounts for about 60% of its $3,300 extra cost
over the conventional model.
The battery manufacturing capacity also imposes constrains on increasing hybrid volume
sales. Only three companies, Panasonic, Sanyo Electric, and Cobasys make batteries for
hybrid cars. Toyota had to delay the launch of its Lexus RX 400h hybrid SUV because of
tight supplies. Furthermore, the mobile-phone business may compete for the resources for
hybrid batteries for their signal tower applications.
It is possible to use alternative hybrid battery design and different materials. For example,
the lithium ion batteries. But for now, this type of battery is still very expensive, not
durable in vehicle conditions, and won't be able to achieve volume production in 10
70years
Based on the analysis, we can conclude that the threat from hybrid is still low in the next
several years. But the threat is increasing with time.
Overall, in the China exhaust system market, the threat from substitutes is low in short
term.
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4.8 Summary
" The ever tighter emission and noise regulations and great growth of vehicle
production in China provide exhaust system suppliers a great opportunity for
growth. A number of local exhaust system suppliers are emerging. Many of the
largest foreign suppliers followed their traditional customers to the China market.
* Similar to other portions of the China auto market, relationships play a critical
role in exhaust system business in China.
" Both foreign and Chinese exhaust system suppliers have their own strengths and
weaknesses. Partnership has been a trend between Chinese and foreign suppliers
to achieve a win-win situation.
" When foreign suppliers set up a high expectation for the China market and utilize
a flexible strategy, they take advantage of both the strengths of their Chinese
partners and themselves, and achieve more of the China market.
* The degree of rivalry among exhaust system suppliers is high in China. The
market is highly fragmented. The biggest players are still foreign suppliers.
" Although emission control has become increasingly critical, the key technologies
the exhaust system suppliers use are from their sub-tier suppliers. Other
technologies the exhaust system suppliers possess are valuable, but they are
commoditized. As a result, the products provided by exhaust system suppliers are
normally regarded as commodities. The OEM buyer's power is extremely high.
* While most subsystem and component sub-tier suppliers don't have much power
over exhaust system suppliers, the raw material suppliers have been gaining
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significant power in recent years. The profit of exhaust system suppliers has been
squeezed tremendously from both OEM customers and raw material suppliers.
* The threat from major substitutes for the exhaust system, fuel cell and hybrid, is
low in the short term.
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Chapter 5 A Foreign Exhaust System Supplier in China
5.1 Company Profile
The company in this study is a multi-billion dollar global supplier of a broad range of
integrated systems, modules and components to auto OEMs. Its Exhaust System (ES)
division is the largest tier one supplier of light vehicle exhaust systems in the world, with
annual sales of more than $2 billion. This division expanded to the China market in 1998,
has one office in Shanghai, and several plants around the country.
5.2 Interviews and Results
5.2.1 Background and Demographics
The direct interviews were conducted not only to evaluate the overall situation of this
company's China operations, but also to acquire details and a broad understanding about
this very complex subject and some of the root causes of issues. The interview results
were then analyzed to obtain an understanding of the key "System Issues". Although the
focus of this paper is to investigate the engineering activities in China, the questions are
designed to encourage the interviewees to give their insights and opinions in a broader
context because the engineering is a part of the organizational system. Many other
elements in the organization strongly affect the performance of the engineering
department.
In each face-to-face interview, the author asked the interviewees to provide the following
information:
a) Evaluate the overall situation of this company's China operations.
b) Identify the areas where they are most familiar.
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c) Identify the sources of sustainable advantages over their competitors.
d) Describe past achievements and challenges in their identified areas.
e) Provide details or reasons for the existence of those issues.
f) Make comments or suggestions to resolve those issues.
The interviewees mainly consisted of the personnel from this supplier, their customers
and their partners. The author interviewed more than twenty people from various
functional areas in this company's China operations and related supporting groups
located in other regions. Their positions included senior directors, directors, chief
engineers, managers, senior engineers and specialists working in the management,
engineering, marketing, sales, manufacturing, procurement, accounting, etc. Three
personnel from two OEMs, which include vice president of marketing, director of
engineering and senior manager, were also interviewed to give their opinions from a
customer perspective. The author also interviewed the general manager and deputy
general manager of the China operations from another global exhaust system supplier to
gain more insight.
All interviewed persons were assured their statements would remain confidential to build
up a trust with them for an open discussion.
5.2.2 Results and Discussion
A large amount of information was collected from the interviews. The similar direct
quotations are combined and organized based on the elements of a high level value chain
of this company as shown in Figure 5.1. Seven sections are:
" Infrastructure activities
" Human resources management & development
* Purchasing
* Engineering development & service
" Manufacturing
* Marketing & sales
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0 Delivery, service & warranty
Those quotations are summarized in Appendix III.
Figure 5.1 The value chain of the studied company
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5.3 Analysis of Interview Results
From the interview results, we can clearly see that although this supplier generates value
in every component in the value chain, most of their ability of value creation is not rare in
the industry. Their major competitors have the similar capabilities, or can duplicate those
capabilities relatively easily. This supplier and its competitors have the comparable
resources in financial strengths and physical resources such as tools, equipment, software,
etc. A few competitive resources this supplier has, such as the technological leadership in
some areas and good reputation in other regions, are not effective in China to create
significant benefits for this supplier due to the changed market conditions. In a word,
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none of the value chain components has been able to create sustainable competitive
advantages for this supplier.
A couple of components such as Engineering development & service, and Marketing &
sales, actually show competitive disadvantages for this supplier. The interviewee's
insights suggest that those disadvantages are caused by the lack of proper resources in
human and organizational assets. Many people in the interview felt that the business
growth in China could be much improved if a few obstacles could be removed to unleash
the power of their people and the organization. The following section gives more details
of those challenges.
5.3.1 Business Model
Although this company has strong desire to grow their China business, their current
business model is very conservative. They act more like a follower other than a leader in
the China market. They were very cautious about the expansion and investments. As a
fast growing new market, China provides great potential for future growth. But it may not
be able to provide the profits needed for the payback policy of the company. To conform
to this policy, their China operations are only able to concentrate on medium and high
end segments which have higher profit margins but lower growth rate. They have to
focus more on short term financial results.
Their competitors are diverse in strategies and have different "personalities". They seem
to be more focused on the economics of scale, long term market growth and might be
willing to take a short term loss. Under this kind of competitive environment, this
company's business strategy may bring them huge disadvantages.
This company applied the same customer interface as they used in other markets. They
established the WOFE structure for all its current operations in China. The WOFE used
to be considered as a model with high operation efficiency and control. However, the
recent study7 2 in Figure 5.2 indicates the situation changed. Back to 1995, the most
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productive type of enterprise was the WOFE entity (RMB300,000 1 revenue per
employee). In 2002, the most productive type is the joint ventures between local Chinese
and foreign companies (RMB932,000 revenue per employee).
On the one hand, the Chinese companies have much improved their management
efficiency and productivity in the last decade. On the another hand, for the products
which are made to serve China market, the advantages of control from WOFE has been
outweighed by connections of Chinese partners of joint ventures (access to growth,
removal of governmental impediments, etc.). For example, most exhaust systems made in
China are manufactured for vehicles made and sold in China. The benefit of lower cost of
manufacturing is offset by very high logistics costs of shipping parts to North America or
Europe due to their large weight and space volume requirements. Therefore, auto OEMs
in China are the major distribution channel of exhaust systems to reach end consumers,
and the Chinese partners could create great value in the value chain of a foreign supplier.
10 RMB is the symbol of Chinese currency. $1 is equal to about RMB8.1.
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Figure 5.2 The changes in labor productivity among different ownership type
Labor Productivity by "Ownership Type"
source: "China's Experience with Productivity and Jobs," 2004
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Many of ES's major competitors, especially the western competitors, established
extensive partnerships with Chinese OEMs in-house or local suppliers and received great
benefits. They worked extensively with local OEMs on the low product segment which
has the most growth these days though the profit margin is not as high as medium and
high end products yet. More important, when those local OEMs strengthen their position
in the low end segment, move up on the value chain and start producing medium and
high end vehicles, those suppliers are well positioned for future growth.
Most Japanese and Korean exhaust suppliers are able to use WOFE as their major
structure because their traditional Japanese and Korean OEMs use strict follow sourcing
for many systems in the vehicle. Their business is guaranteed by their relationship with
the traditional customers, which this supplier's traditional western customers won't
provide.
When this supplier eventually realized the importance of the Chinese partnership, there
are few good potential partners left. The history cannot be recreated and the relationship
resources their competitors possess are hard for this supplier to duplicate in a short time
and at a small cost. It also couldn't get the prompt support from upper management in
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other regions. This supplier has been facing a huge competitive disadvantage in the China
market due to the conservative business model.
5.3.2 Organization and Decision Making Structure for China Business
This company's ES division uses a department based structure. As shown in Figure 5.3,
under the division corporate office, there are several function departments such as
product application, testing, competence development, sales and marketing, operations,
procurement, finance, human resources, etc. Those departments have their own presence
in different regions around the world. The department head, which may be located in the
corporate office or one of the regional offices, is in charge of the activities in his
department. There is no general manager for a specific region.
The current structure of this company's ES division in China is an extension of this
organization structure. The personnel in China report to their own department head, or
report to the department office in another region, or they are shared by more than one
departments or department offices in other regions. Some departments don't have any
presence in China and their functions are handled by other departments.
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Figure 5.3 Organization structure of exhaust system division of this supplier
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This type of centralized functional organization structure provides an opportunity for a
company to standardize the best practice, reduce redundancy, improve resource
utilization, etc. However, as pointed out by a number of people in the interview, it also
has many drawbacks. For example, it could slow down the decision making process. The
department head in other regions may not be able to make proper decision due to lack of
understanding of local situations. A policy made at top management office is often
applied to worldwide operations regardless of the local needs. All of these could
jeopardize the local performance in China.
5.3.3 Engineering Development and Services
This supplier's core competence is their technology know-how in engineering and
manufacturing. Their capabilities in emission and noise control enabled them to produce
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excellent products and secure the top global position for many years. However, this core
competence didn't help them acquire the leadership in China.
As discovered in the OEMs' survey, major North American and European OEMs are
planning to invest much more in their local engineering in China in the next few years.
They will also require suppliers to provide much more local engineering to support the
concurrent engineering needs. The product planning cycle is much shorter in China than
other traditional regions. Currently the major issue foreign OEMs have with foreign
suppliers in China is the lack of responsiveness due to much of the supplier's product
development being performed in other countries. All of these require the supplier's
engineering and services to be much faster, better and is expected to be cheaper too.
Those challenges provide great opportunities to some suppliers to gain an edge in the
market. As pointed out by a chief engineer of this supplier, the key for an exhaust system
supplier to differentiate themselves from competitors in the China market is not the
advanced emission technology since China's emission standard is behind other western
countries. Nor is exceptional engineering because none of the major suppliers offers
significantly better engineering capabilities than others. A senior manager of a major
foreign OEM confirmed his points, "If you think you have the best technology and you
should win the contract, you are totally wrong. We don't always need the best
technologies. Much of our traditional foreign suppliers have is good enough here". He
further commented, "How do you beat your competitors? You have to be ahead of the
game at the very starting point. When you present me a quote with a working preliminary
(simulation) design, you have a much better chance to win the business, because you are
already way ahead of your competitors. Then you need to support our engineering and
product launch very closely and promptly so that we together can win the game in this
fast changing and competitive market." It indicates that the key for differentiation today
is if a supplier can provide a customer with excellent engineering services in product
design and development. To do so, the suppliers need to improve their interactions with
customers. They not only need to provide close cooperation during the product
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development, but also need to have a proactive approach, that is, work with customers
much earlier in the product development stage.
The interviewees believe that this supplier has provided good engineering services to
their major traditional customers. This was done through diligent employees, customer
relationship, and key customer focused approach. Although most interviewees think their
overall engineering services are not worse than any other major competitors at this
moment, they don't think the services are measurably better either. In other words,
engineering service, the key differentiation factor in the customer's eyes, has not been
used as a competitive resource by this supplier against the competition. What concerned
most interviewees is the next few years down the road. Since auto OEMs and this
supplier's major western competitors are moving forward to build more local engineering
in China, this supplier will soon face a formidable competitive disadvantage.
The low-end product segment dominated by many local Chinese OEMs also presents a
new cost challenge to suppliers. Low cost manufacturing and design has to be a major
strategy for those customers. The good news for major foreign exhaust system suppliers
is that the emission and noise/vibration requirements of those customers are both behind
other elite customers. So some opportunities may exist to balance the cost and
performance.
5.3.4 Human Resources Management and Development
The interviews at the suppliers and OEMs confirmed the importance of the right people
in the China business. Although China has large population and a great number of college
graduate every year (3.4 million in 2005 7), the experienced engineers and mid-managers
are very difficult to acquire and retain due to the fierce competition for talent.
A recent study by Mckinsey74 indicates that besides the traditional areas a potential
employee focuses such as job security, high salary, career opportunities, etc., many other
intangible and emotional attributes are very important to attract potential applicants such
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as training opportunities, attractive location, fun place to work, innovative company, etc.
Those attributes are critical in many cases to convert a potential recruit into applicant,
and for sure, also critical to retain the talented employees in the company.
The interviews show that many experienced employees in this supplier's China
operations are not satisfied with some of those intangible attributes. While many of them
are happy with their fair salary (actually higher than most competitors), they feel that
they have limited knowledge and experience accumulation in the company, especially a
couple of years after they joined the company. They are looking forward to more training
on engineering and project management, and expecting further advancement in their
career. They also feel uneasy with frequent management changes, lack of decision
making authority, etc.
Some corporate policies such as a worldwide hiring freeze also add some challenges in
the people development in China. "The talented people are not waiting in a line in front
of your door", a manager commented, "When we are lucky to find a potential candidate
and when we really need him for our business growth, we need to get him in as quickly
as possible. But the frequent hiring freezes prohibit us to do so. We spend very high costs
bringing experts from other regions to China to build local capabilities, but then we find
we have no people to learn from them. We rush to hire some average people just because
we have to take advantage of the open hiring windows."
The personnel turnover has been going up due to those internal issues and the severe
outside competition for talent. When people leave the company, so does their knowledge
and relationship. How to better manage the knowledge and relationship of employees has
been another challenge in a dynamic talent market.
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5.4 Summary
In this chapter, we first presented and analyzed the results of interviews on a foreign auto
supplier in China based on a high level value chain of this company. The supplier's
financial strengths and physical resources are not rare in the industry or can be duplicated
relatively easily, and thus they cannot provide this supplier with sustainable competitive
advantages. Some competitive resources, which have strongly benefited the supplier in
other regions, are not effective in China due to different market conditions. Then we
summarized some of their challenges and the root causes that give them disadvantages in
China such as the business model, organization and decision making structure,
engineering development and services, human resources management and development,
etc.
The recommendations will be provided to this supplier to improve their business in China
in next chapter.
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Chapter 6 Recommendations
In this section, several suggestions are proposed to this supplier based on the analyses
presented in previous chapters.
6.1 Upgrading Strategic Role of China Operations
The analyses in Chapter 5 indicate that the current strategic role of this US supplier's
China operation is a Server. It followed its traditional OEMs to serve the China market.
Its local operations have limited competencies and lack the authority to make important
decisions.
Although this supplier has a strong desire to establish a leadership in China market, its
business model is very conservative, and its investment in China is limited. This is not
rare among the North American auto suppliers when they work with foreign customers.
Research conducted by Mckinsey & Company 75 found that many North American auto
suppliers are trying to diversify their customer base and gain new business with Japanese
and Korean OEMs now operating in the United States. But almost half of the suppliers
didn't think they could reach their business goals. A key problem is that many top
managers often have very high hopes for those new customers, but seem unprepared to
back up their plan with actions. More than half of them hesitate to risk investing in
people and plants that might make their offering more attractive to new OEM customers.
Two thirds of them don't spend enough time developing relationships with target
customers, which is highly valued by those OEMs.
This is certainly happening to this supplier too in China. In our interview with an
executive at this supplier, he pointed out that the worldwide growth of light vehicle
exhaust systems in the next 5 years will mainly come from China and East Europe while
other markets are saturated. This supplier really needs and wants to grow in China. But
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he hasn't seen the strong management support, clear strategy and action plan formed in
this company.
As shown in the surveys and interviews, major foreign OEMs mainly use their operations
in China as a Server today, which the role of this supplier's China operations matches.
However, as those OEMs are changing the role of their China operations to a Contributor
in the near future, they have been asking suppliers to upgrade theirs accordingly. A
couple of this supplier's major competitors well sensed the OEMs' move. They adjusted
their goals and invested aggressively to meet the OEMs' new requirements. They
expected more in China, and worked hard toward their goals. Their efforts were rewarded
with great business growth and significant advantages over other suppliers.
We suggest this supplier take quick and solid actions to upgrade the strategic role of their
China operations. This supplier needs to build more local competencies and delegate
more responsibilities of product/process development and improvements to local
operations. Its local management needs to be granted more authority to make decisions
using their expertise in the China market. Many of those items will be described in the
following sections.
6.2 Organization Structure
It has been found that the department based organization structure and centralized
decision making mechanism jeopardized the responsiveness of this supplier's China
operations. In this section, T. Allen's model will be used to understand why it happened
and how to solve this issue. The analysis starts with the four parameters that determine
the optimal structure for an organization (Refer to section 1.3.2 as needed throughout this
chapter).
6.2.1 Rate of Knowledge Change in Exhaust System, dK/dt
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Let's first look at the rate of knowledge change of exhaust systems. As discussed in
Chapter 4, the major subsystems in exhaust system are catalyst converter, muffler,
manifold and pipe, etc. Although some new designs are created occasionally, the majority
of product design and development on muffler, manifold and pipes uses mature and
stable technologies. As a result, the design standards at the studied supplier have had few
changes over the years. The exhaust system is often considered as a commodity though a
custom design is normally made to optimize the powertrain performance and meet the
packaging requirements. Most of new technology advancements in an exhaust system are
related to the emission controls due to the ever increasing government regulations.
Since most exhaust system suppliers still mainly use catalyst converters for emission
controls, this subsystem will be examined in more detail. Most emission technologies that
foreign OEMs and suppliers use in China today were developed in advanced countries.
Considering the supplier in this study is a US company, the emission technology
development in the US will be discussed here.
One approach suggested by J. Utterback76 to investigate the technology innovation is to
check the number of patent filings of a technology, and the changes of players over the
years. The research on the catalytic converter can be traced back to mid 1960s. The first
converter product innovation was patented in 1973 and the first commercialized
converter was made in 1974. A decade later, the first converter process-related
innovation was patented. The number of product patents reached its first peak around the
late 1970s or early 1980s. Regardless of its drop around 1985, it continued to increase
and reached the highest peak around 1995. Meanwhile, the number of process patents
also increased. It reached its single peak around 2001, about 6 years after the product
innovation reached its peak. Figure 6.1 shows the number of patents in last 35 years. The
US government regulation changes on a major emission pollutant NOx are also included.
It can be easily found that the increase of patent activity was driven by the government
regulations. The first government regulation change occurred between 1975 and 1977. In
the same time frame, the innovation curve of the catalytic converter reached its first peak.
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From 1981 to 1994, there was no major change in government regulations. The
innovations were relative slow and the product innovation even showed a valley. After
1994, the government implemented stricter regulations on the vehicle emissions. During
this time period, both product and process patents reached their peaks.
Figure 6.1 Historic trend of catalytic converter patent numbers77
1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000
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The innovations of both product and process both started with new entrants. The first 10
years, from the mid 1970s to mid 1980s, of converter development was in the product
design phase76 of the catalytic converter. Many early participants developed various
approaches to reduce the vehicle emission pollutants. Most of them didn't succeed in
commercializing their catalytic converter technologies. Only 5 of 16 companies were
able to continue their research in the catalytic converter after 1985. Three of these 5 were
auto OEMs, i.e. GM, Toyota, and Mitsubishi. The other two were Dupont and NGK.
Table 6.1 lists the number of innovations and firms in the catalytic converter industry
over the years.
From the mid 1980s to late 1990s is the crystallization phase. More companies entered
this market. The dominant product emerged in this phase, benefiting a lot from the large
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amount of involvement and the experience earned from the previous phase. The product
innovation reached it peak in this phase. Only the company that owned dominant
products could survive to the next phase.
Table 6.1 Number of major innovations and entries/exits of US catalytic converter
suppliers 78
Period Innovations New Entrants Firm Exits
1970-1984 20 16 11
1985-1999 61 16 13
2000-present 5 2 1
From 1999 to the present is the improvement and finalization phase. Due to the
emergence of the dominant design, the competition shifted away from the development
of product features to process innovations, such as a new method of manufacturing, an
optimized location of the catalyst converter, or a new sensor in the catalyst converter to
provide a feed back signal to the engine control module, etc. The rate of the product
performance improvement in this stage is slower than the previous crystallization phase,
which is shown in Figure 4.13 as the continuous improvement of established technology.
Based on the analysis above, the current rate of change of technologies and knowledge
for the exhaust system is now overall low to medium.
6.2.2 Rate of Change of the China Exhaust System Market, dM/dt
Opposite to the slow technology change, the rate of market change in China is increasing.
The customer requirements, consumer preferences, overall market conditions, segment
growth changes and government regulations, etc. have been changing dramatically as
shown in Chapter 2. The increasing competition is only going to make this market more
violent. The increasing rate of market change moves the optimal structure toward the
project teams in the organization structure space.
6.2.3 Interdependence Among Tasks and Problems in a Project, Iss
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Although the exhaust system is not one of the most complicated systems on the vehicle,
its product development is very complex. First, there are many requirements of an
exhaust system. They have strong interactions among each other and act like a chain as
shown in Figure 6.2. If any one factor is changed, many other factors could be
significantly affected. Second, the exhaust system is very dependent on other vehicle
systems such as engine, transmission, mounts, suspension, tire, chassis spacing, etc. The
concurrent engineering approach adopted by auto OEMs and suppliers today further
elevates the complexity of the development of exhaust systems. Figure 6.3 is a
Dependency Structure Matrix (DSM) 79 ' 80 showing the information flow and
communication frequencies among selected groups in this supplier's US technical center
during a product development. Except the customers (OEMs), other groups are from
many departments such as the Competence development (CD), Sales and marketing (SM),
Product application (PA), Product testing (PT), Prototype shop (PS) and Operations (OP).
All of them have to work very closely on an exhaust system project, and the coordination
is critical for the success. A project team based structure supports this need.
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Figure 6.2 Customer requirements on an exhaust system
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6.2.4 Project Duration, Ti
The earlier analysis showed that the product planning cycles for most OEMs in China are
much shorter than the ones in other regions. One of the major drivers in the China market
has been the new product introduction speed. With the reducing cycle time of projects,
the boundary between the department structure and project team structure is moving
toward department domain and the project team structure is gaining more and more
prominence.
6.2.5 Proposed China Organization Structure
Based on the above analysis, it can be concluded that for the China exhaust market, the
rate of knowledge change is low and the rate of market change is high. This indicates that
the preferred organization is a project team based/dominated structure. The strong
interdependence of activities in the product development requires the efficient
coordination which a project team structure can be better. The decreasing cycle project
duration further expands the project team domain in the organization structure space. All
of these four parameters position the optimal structure for this company's China
organizations into the project team space as shown in Figure 6.4.
The following section will discuss the content of a project team and how to reduce the
unnecessary complexity of project management in the organization.
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Figure 6.4 Organization structure space for this supplier's China operations
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6.2.6 Reducing Unnecessary Complexity
The complex information flow in Figure 6.3 may suggest that we should have one big
integrated team which involves the people from all areas, or most areas. In this supplier's
case, there are two major obstacles to achieve this. First, this supplier has a large
engineering staff who develops many exhaust system products for different vehicles. One
single team may be too big to be managed. Second, some people may not have the needs
to communicate with some other ones, so those two groups of people don't have to put
into one team. For example, the structure analysis (FEA) engineer normally doesn't need
to talk to the people in Sales and Marketing. Putting them together and having frequent
team meetings may not productive for both groups. So in this section, we will discuss
how to group people to achieve the best work efficiency.
The organization and project teams can be treated as a system. A system is defined as a
set of interrelated elements which perform a function, whose functionality is greater than
the sum of the parts". The relationships/interactions among the elements are what give
systems their added value.
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The way of partitioning a system largely determines the success of a system. An
improper organization and team structure creates many unnecessary complexities. A lot
of issues could be initiated due to the high coupling among different groups in the
product development regardless of the intensive communications. For example, the work
on one subsystem (by one group) can be strongly affected by the work of many other
groups. This induces highly complex work pattern with issues (excessive meetings,
resource fighting, different performance goals, waiting, misunderstanding, finger pointing,
etc.).
When grouping the elements, we need to make each aggregation as independent as
possible. In other words, the aggregation has low coupling with the external world and
high cohesion (high complexity and high interaction) internally. The internal complexity
should be used to reduce the external complicatedness.
The new aggregation in Figure 6.5 is developed based on the principal above. The
software PSM3282 was used to group work activities together which involved high
information flows, and re-organize the development personnel. The result indicates that it
would be better if two project teams could be introduced for each major product line. In
this supplier's case, product lines can be established based on the major customers. For
example, Ford, General Motors, Volkswagen, etc. The first team, named as Customer
team here, consists of the customers and people from the original departments of the
Sales and Marketing and Product Application. The second team, named as Product
Design team, consists of people from the original departments of the Product Application,
Product Testing and Operations. The product engineer should work for both teams to
establish the close links between them. The durability test specialist and manufacturing
engineer also act as the bridge between the Product Development team and Product
Testing, and the bridge between the Product Development team and Operations,
respectively. Their performance review will be done jointly done by their department
head and Product Design team managers. The Competence Development, Prototype Shop
and the rest of Product Testing and Operations can be relatively stand alone. They keep
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their functional structure to service all the projects as needed while keeping updating
their technology knowledge in their field.
The new aggregation greatly reduces the intensity of needed communication among
different development groups because now most of the interacted work is done in the
same group. The performance and speed could also be much improved due to the strong
interactions within the group. This reorganization is recommended for this supplier's US
technical center, and can also be used for their future China operations. A detailed
organization structure for China ES will be shown in the Figure 6.6 in section 6.3.1.
Figure 6.5 Repartitioning of the groups in current organization
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6.3 Decision Making and Corporate Policy
6.3.1 Increasing Local Decision Making Authority
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Together with the project team based/dominated structure, we also suggest creating a new
position to oversee all the activities in the China/Asia area. As discovered earlier in the
interview, the department based structure and centralized decision making process cannot
meet the fast paced product development required in China. A country or regional general
manager is proposed to be located in China/Asia area and is responsible for fast decision
making for all the projects. The proposed organization structure is shown in Figure 6.6.
Figure 6.6 Proposed organization structure for this supplier's China operations
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6.3.2 Adopting Flexible Corporate Policy
In the interview with the supplier, it was found that many policies made by the corporate
office were applied worldwide. Some of them were not suitable for the local conditions.
For example, the payback policy, WOFE structure for all operations, and frequent hiring
freezes, etc. significantly reduce the flexibility and responsiveness of this supplier's
China business development. We suggest this supplier's new general manager in
China/Asia be granted great authority to determine if a corporate policy should be applied
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to the local regions, and what different policies should be set up to better serve the local
needs.
Two areas will be addressed in this section. The first one is fostering the relationships in
China. As shown many times in this paper, relationships play a critical role in China
business. Joint ventures with selected OEMs and their suppliers, and personal
relationships with customers could bring great value to the China business growth. The
sales and marketing is very critical to establish the relationship. A recent study" has
found that few North American auto suppliers seem to have much respect for the sales
and marketing function. The head of this function is not regarded as among the most
influential figures. This is probably due to the mature and stable relationship between
suppliers and their traditional customers in North America. For this supplier, the sales
and marketing in China operations often acts as a role of messenger and has to obtain
approval from many departments before responding to a customer request. With the new
organization structure and authority of new general manager, a fresh look at how to build
relationships in China should be taken immediately.
Second, a flexible strategy could also be used when this supplier works with their
customers. Instead of using the one-size-fit-all "X-year" return payback approach, this
supplier can group its customers into four categories in Figure 6.7 and apply different
strategies as below.
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Figure 6.7 Flexible strategies for different customers
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Category #1: Low expected return and low potential for future business - Avoid
This kind of customer is what this supplier should avoid. It should focus and dedicate its
precious resources to other customers which can create higher value for the shareholders.
Category #2: High expected return and low potential for future business - Collect
This kind of customer didn't normally award business to this supplier in the past and
likely won't do it in the future either for various reasons. However, when their preferred
suppliers cannot solve the problem, this customer may turn to this supplier for help.
This type of business could be taken by this supplier as an opportunity to improve
financial performance if the capacity allows. Since the customer lacks loyalty, a high
return on the project should be expected.
Category #3: High expected return and high potential for future business - Cultivate and
retain
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This is the dream customer a supplier wants. This kind of customer deserves the most
attention and resources. The supplier should have long term strategies and actions to
maintain this relationship.
Category #4: Low expected return and high potential for future business - Change
Some Chinese local OEMs, especially those IHIP companies discussed in Chapter 4, fall
into this category. Their products are currently concentrating on the low-end segment and
product volumes may or may not be enough to create significant economies of scale.
Their profit margin and their suppliers' profit margin are both low at this moment.
However, the potential of those companies are high. Their market share is constantly
going up and they may move up to the higher end segment in the future. It is important to
establish the relationship with those companies. However, low cost product is a key to
gain their business.
All exhaust system suppliers are working hard to reduce their costs. They use many
approaches such as improving internal processes, lowering procurement costs,
outsourcing low value added activities, moving to low-cost locations and so on. Those
efforts have generated great savings. In the next section, how to change product
architecture to match the business needs will be discussed.
6.4 Product Architecture
C. Christensen84 pointed out that when the functionality of a product provided by a
technology has not met the needs of customers, an integral architecture is a competitive
advantage, which could extract the most performance possible out of the available
technology. However, when the prevailing functionality of products has overshot what
customers can utilize, making even better products no longer yields superior profits. Now
companies have to compete on speed (abilities to bring products rapidly to market) and
customization (responsively and conveniently customize offerings). The modular and
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standard interfaces among the major subsystems of a product should be defined to enable
product designers and assemblers to mix and match components to tailor features and
functions to the needs of specific customers.
This philosophy could be used in the China market too. All the vehicles in China have to
meet the minimum emission regulations (which are one or two generations behind the
ones in developed countries) and noise requirements. Low end cars, which are dominated
by Chinese local OEMs, have different emphases on requirements from higher end
vehicles. As mentioned earlier, those Chinese local OEMs don't have any requirement on
sound quality while this requirement is truly critical for a high end vehicle manufacturer.
The later often also sets up a much higher standard on noise level while a low end vehicle
manufacturer just tries to meet the bottom line.
The current practice for this supplier is to provide a custom new design for all OEM
programs to give the best performance. The different requirements from low end and
higher end vehicle manufacturers may provide them with an opportunity to have a
different strategy as shown in Figure 6.8. For higher end products, the current product
development approach should be continued because it delivers the best performance.
However, for low end products, a modular product architecture could be applied.
The exhaust systems for low end vehicles could be grouped into several platforms based
on the engine volume range, packaging requirements, emission and noise reduction
targets, etc. Within each platform, the design of each subsystem such as catalyst
converter and muffler systems could be the same and interchangeable on different
vehicles.
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Figure 6.8 Product architectures for different product segments
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Achieve by more integral design
to deliver best functionality
For higher end vehicles
For low end vehicles Apply modular architectures to
reduce cost and increase speed
Time
This modular approach has been used in the vehicle aftermarket exhaust systems. The
supplier in the study actually has a large separate exhaust system aftermarket division and
thus already has significant experience. However, very little communication exists
between their OEM product division and the aftermarket divisions in the past. To support
the new product architecture for low end vehicle manufacturers in China, how to combine
the expertise from both divisions to develop a new product development approach should
be a project on the top of the to-do list of the leader of China operations.
This product architecture is more likely to be materialized thanks to the evolution of
technologies. For example, recent developments in digital signal processing may make an
electronic muffler system possible. In such system, the noise from an engine is first
measured. The speakers near the tailpipe generate a sound simultaneously which is 180
degrees out of phase with the measured noise, and the noise is cancelled. As a matter of
the fact, any desired sound can be added to obtain a superior sound quality. This feature
will enable many vehicles to use the same one set of components, reduce product
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development cost and improve the economics of scale. It can be applied to all the high,
medium or low vehicle segments in worldwide.
The product architecture changes cannot be done alone. Questions such as how to align
the organization, manufacturing capacity, people and skills, legacy designs, etc. to the
new architecture require a lot of thinking and planning. Tremendous efforts may be
needed.
6.5 Implications of Overcapacity
There are a lot of concerns about the potential overcapacity in China. Much capacity has
been building up by OEMs. A survey conducted by The Economist on 299 auto suppliers
in China8 5 also shows that most of suppliers plan to increase their capacity aggressively.
As a result, some management people of this supplier are worried that the rivalry of
China auto suppliers will be very fierce, and the future return could be low. They hesitate
to invest more in China.
Their concerns are understandable. The possible overcapacity should bring those cautions
about future investments. For example, one single OEM occupies 85% of the business
this supplier has in China. This supplier's predicted business growth is going down for
the next several years. This supplier should be cautious when trying to build more plants
and expanding more facilities.
However, those concerns should not stop them from investing in China. The real message
from the China auto market growth and potential overcapacity should be "Invest, but
invest smartly." The auto suppliers must understand what their customers really want,
and what creates their competitive advantages and disadvantages in China. For the
exhaust system suppliers, the excellent engineering service, responsiveness and cost
reduction are what their customers value most currently and in the future. For this
supplier, the low expectation of China operations, lack of certain customer relationships,
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organization structure, centralization decision making process, engineering and service
capability, inflexible policy, etc. have created strong disadvantages. If this supplier plans
to continue conducting business in China and wants to have healthy growth, those areas
and investments must be addressed. Otherwise, even their current business will be lost to
aggressive competitors in the near future.
6.6 Worldwide Cooperation on Product Development in A Company
With the globalization, many companies need to establish a number of operations around
the world. Duplicating an exactly same copy of organization and capabilities at every
region could be very expensive and inefficient. Specializing in certain capabilities is an
effective means to improve the strategic role of a regional operationi, and the worldwide
cooperation among different locations can improve the overall efficiency of a company.
The worldwide cooperation during a product development process often means that the
engineering facility at one location may request the engineering facilities in other regions
to conduct some sub-processes for them, i.e. use the internal outsourcing and rely on the
capabilities in other regions to perform certain work. In this kind of environment, for an
engineering facility, three questions are often asked: What capability for a sub-process in
the product development process should we possess in a specific region? What areas
should a regional engineering facility specialize in? What sub-process can a regional
engineering facility take advantage of internal outsourcing to other regional facilities to
perform, or use external outsourcing to outside companies to perform?
C. Fine and D. Whitney8 6 proposed a strategy for the choice of outsourcing components/
subsystems to outside companies, i.e. external outsourcing, based on the product's
architecture and a company's dependency on knowledge and/or capacity. S. Beckman
and D. Rosenfield8 7 suggested an approach with considerations of four major factors and
four options for vertical integration/disintegration decisions. In this section, we build on
their work and propose a new framework to answer the questions above about the
capability development and specialization at a regional operation, the company's
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worldwide cooperation through internal outsourcing, and external outsourcing during a
product development process.
Here we assume that the product development process is a core process for a company to
implement their overall business strategy, which is true for the auto supplier in our study
in the foreseeable future. We suggest each regional operation of this company conduct
the following four steps to assess the needs of building capability for sub-processes in a
product development process.
Step #1: Evaluate whether a sub-process is a key element in the product development
process
The following questions may be asked:
- Is a sub-process for this company to differentiate themselves in their customers'
eyes?
- Is it a sub-process which has critical effect on the time and cost in product
development process, and final product?
- How good is this company relative to outside companies in terms of efficiency
and capability?
- Can this company justify their resources and time to become/stay world class?
If the answers to those questions are positive, a sub-process and related capability can be
considered as critical and should be further evaluated by next three steps. Some examples
of those critical sub-processes for this auto supplier are listed at the bottom of Figure 6.9.
If a sub-process is not a critical element, it is possible to outsource this sub-process to
outside companies after the evaluation in the Step #4. An example of such sub-process is
the development of some computer aided design (CAD) and simulation software.
Although the capability of CAD and simulation significantly affects the quality, time and
cost of a project and the performance of products, the software development efficiency
and capability of some outside engineering software firms are superior to those of this
supplier. It would take tremendous resources and time for this supplier to catch up with
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the outside software firms. The quality of the software developed by the supplier may
never be better than the ones from outside software firms. Thus promoting engineering
software development capabilities is unlikely bring notable advantages to this supplier.
Step #2: Assess the difficulty of informational and physical flows between a specific
regional operation and others in order to perform this sub-process
Again, some questions can help us on this topic. The answers will be used in the Step #3.
- How often do the informational and physical exchanges happen between this
operation and other operations for this sub-process?
- What kind of form is typically required for an effective communication, face to
face meeting, phone, fax, email, mail, etc.? Is the interface between this sub-
process and other sub-processes standard?
- What kind of form is typically required for a prompt exchange of physical goods?
Figure 6.9 shows the analysis of some product development sub-processes between this
supplier's current China operation and other operations in US or Europe. Let's start with
the difficulty of informational and physical flows. For the new product definition and
planning, some activities may be done through phone calls or emails. However, as many
researchers have found, the communications of high complexity information is done
mostly by face to face discussions in an organization, largely independent of the distance
separating the communication pair". Conducting an on-site visit, drawing sketches on a
white board, demonstrating physical parts and reading other people's eyes are often
needed for the accurate and efficient communications in the new product definition and
planning process. As a result, this difficult of informational exchange between this
supplier's China operation and other operations in US and Europe is high.
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Figure 6.9 Current product development capabilities/sub-processes at
this supplier's China operation, and its informational and physical flows with US and
European operations
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For the prototyping of exhaust system, there are few challenges in the information
exchange. The detailed part drawings can be easily sent to other regions by email or fax.
However, the physical exchange is difficult. When we consider the need for shipping
OEM's prototype vehicles cross countries for testing with the exhaust system prototypes,
it becomes a nightmare. We are going from the truck-based shipping in a single country
to cross-border, multimode logistics, which means passing through the hands of 17 to 24
different parties, which include manufacturers, crate forwarders, consolidators, customs
and regulatory agencies, carriers, ports, and more8 9. As pointed out by interviewees of the
supplier, it sometimes takes weeks just for getting the parts and vehicles cleared at a
custom.
The simulation and research & innovation processes show a lower level of the difficulty.
For a simulation service, the interface between the simulation and other product
development sub-processes is most likely standardized, i.e. the requirements on inputs
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and outputs are typically well defined. The inputs and outputs can also be transferred to
other regions through the Internet or Intranet within seconds. The introduction of new
products and manufacturing technologies by the research & innovation group is not very
often in the exhaust system industry due to the lower rate of knowledge change, as
discussed in section 6.2. If needed, the research & innovation group will travel to other
different locations to provide on-site trainings. The difficulty of informational and
physical flows is low.
With the rapid changing market conditions and industry revolution in China, the grouping
of capabilities/sub-processes in Figure 6.9 may change accordingly too. For example,
capabilities such as prototyping and testing are currently being developed at many local
sub-tier suppliers in the region. When those capabilities at local sub-tier suppliers become
sufficient, reliable and competitive, this supplier may consider work with them for some
prototyping and testing work. The level of difficulty of informational and physical flows
between this supplier's China operation and their local sub-tier suppliers will be low. A
new grouping of the capabilities/sub-processes is shown in Figure 6.10.
Step #3: For the regional operation, what does it currently have or depend on, knowledge
and/or capacity?
We further categorize the capability building decision based on a regional operation's
dependency on knowledge and capacity as shown in Figures 6.9 and 6.10. The China
operation of this supplier currently has the knowledge of new product definition and
planning, and the knowledge of prototyping, largely thanks to the personnel it brought
from other regions. However, the capacity for those two sub-processes is limited. It might
not be a big issue today because of the limited volume of requests and the help from other
regional operations in US and Europe. However, as the OEMs in China introduce more
and more new products, the capacity could become a bottleneck in the future product
development.
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Figure 6.10 Product development capabilities/sub-processes at this supplier's China
operation if local sub-tier suppliers' capabilities are developed
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The China operation of this supplier lacks the knowledge and capacity to perform the
sub-processes such as concept development, system-level design, specifications, detailed
design, testing and modifying products to suit local needs. The difficulty of informational
and physical flows for those sub-processes is very high. We suggest they start building
those capabilities as soon as possible.
The China operation of this supplier also doesn't have the capability to conduct the
research & innovation. Due to the low level of difficulty of informational and physical
flows, this supplier's other regional operations, which have already had this capability
and better IP protection, could specialize in this sub-process and establish the centers of
research & innovation. For simulation, the China operation currently does not have this
capability. However, simulation may be an opportunity for the China operation in the
future. Other regional operations in US and Europe currently either have the knowledge
but need capacity, or have both knowledge and capacity. Due to the low level of
difficulty of informational and physical flows, it is an opportunity that the regional
operations in US and Europe reduce their costs by internally outsourcing simulation work
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to other low-cost locations such as the China operation in the future. Besides its low costs,
many Chinese engineers are very skilled in the detailed modeling and mathematic
analysis (Just check how many Chinese students are admitted to the Mechanical
Engineering department of US universities, and how many Chinese engineers are
working in simulation groups in US companies!). We would suggest the China operation
aggressively build (with the help from other regions at first) and specialize in the
simulation, and become the center of simulation for worldwide operations. It should be
noted that other regional operations must keep the knowledge of simulation and some
limited capacities so that they can understand and examine the results from the China
operation, and work on the simulation projects if needed.
The idea case of the capabilities/sub-processes of a developed China operation is shown
in Figure 6.11. Some selective prototyping and testing work can be outsourced to local
suppliers provided that prototyping and testing capabilities are well developed at local
suppliers in China. The research & innovation can be done through internal outsourcing
to other regional operations. This supplier's China operation will specialize in simulation
and provide simulation services to other regions. It will build strong capabilities and
conduct the sub-processes for new product definition and planning, concept development,
system-level design, specification, detail design and modifying products to suit local
needs in China.
Step #4: Before an operation makes final decision about relying on other company
locations to provide certain sub-processes/capabilities, or even use external outsourcing
to outside suppliers, some other organizational, political and economic factors should be
also considered and corresponding risk management plans should be put in place.
- What will its customers think about this move?
- Do other regional operations or outside companies have sufficient knowledge and
capacity to design competitive products? How fast and how well can this
operation train them if needed?
- Are other operations dependable, and does this operation's work have their
priority?
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- Will and how much a regional operation suffer backlash from its own employees
who see outsourcing as a threat to their security?
- How much is the risk that an operation will lose its knowledge eventually? How
can it make sure it keeps the knowledge?
- Is it cost effective for a regional operation to rely on other regional operations, or
use external outsourcing, when it considers the total costs such as the costs for
purchasing, sales, marketing, taxes, legal, coordination, transportation, logistics,
etc."?
Figure 6.11 The future capabilities/ sub-processes of product development at the
supplier's China operation
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The new framework we proposed in this section is to help the company decide what
processes and related capabilities need to develop at each location, and how different
locations can cooperate/outsource to improve the overall efficiency and reduce the cost of
product development. One last important aspect we like to point out that a strong and
consistent process must be developed to control the cooperation and outsourcing, and
avoid problems.
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6.7 People and Knowledge Management
A major challenge in the China business today is that it is hard to acquire and retain
talented people. The imbalance of strong demand and limited supply of people with the
right skills in China has made the increasing personnel turnover inevitable. Although the
supplier in the study offers better compensation than most competitors in the industry, its
competitors could easily offer even more attractive ones if they really want to steal the
talents. When the people left the company, their experience and knowledge was often
gone with them in the past.
This challenge also exists in other regions such as North America. For its US technical
center, the personnel turnover rate was virtually zero in the past 30 years. However, the
rate for some groups today is as high as 40%. The reasons for this change is very
complex and beyond the scope of this paper. We are proposing three suggestions here to
help this supplier overcome this challenge in their China and other regional operations.
First, the company should make more efforts to understand their employees in the new
business environment. What do they value most and what are their dreams? What are
they exciting about and what are their concerns? What do they wish the company could
do for them to support their professional advancement? The company should not assume
the answers for their employees. They need a leader who understands their employees'
local culture. They need to encourage their employee to give their voice, listen carefully,
communicate delicately and act promptly. In the interviews, we found that many
concerns in this supplier's regional operations were due to the lack of communications
between the local people and upper management located in other regions. Some other
concerns are that people feel they are more like messengers and not gaining skills and
experience for their career development. Aligning employees' career growth with
company goals and providing employees proper autonomy could be two major
approaches for this supplier to obtain higher employee loyalty90.
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Second, the company can analyze the current job positions 1 . They need to understand
what the high value added activities are in each job and try to improve employees' job
satisfaction. The root causes of those little value added activities should be studied and
eliminated as much as possible. For example, many unproductive and frustrating
meetings will be no longer needed if the excessive complexity in the information flows
could be reduced as discussed in section 6.2.6. The function of each job may be re-
designed. Some tedious and low value added activities for one position may be reduced
and become exciting opportunities for other positions. For instance, a technical specialist
may be tied up with scheduling the daily activities of technicians, signing administration
paperwork, facility maintenance, etc. He may be very frustrated and stressed because he
cannot concentrate on his/her primary function - create the innovative solution for
product engineering, which is the major value of his position. Those minor but time
consuming activities for a technical specialist might be separated and assigned to a
technician supervisor and/or a facility manager who will be happy to work on those
issues.
The last one is change the way they used to manage knowledge. The traditional
approaches of acquiring and retaining talents include providing employees with excellent
compensations and career advancement, and counter offering against competitors, etc.
This is like managing the fish in a reservoir: Do your best to obtain the best fish; Feed
them well in the reservoir; Eliminate all the possibilities that the fish may escape from
reservoir, or be taken by someone else.
In the interview with the supplier, it is found that this supplier does have a set of product
design standards which captured some of the knowledge and experience of their product
development in the past. However, except those people who developed the standard or
the ones who have worked in this company for many years and know all the "stories",
other people have little clue about why the products should be designed that way. Some
expert individuals are capable of creation and developing excellent products, but they
often do it based on tacit knowledge which is in their own brains. Many new employees
were hired due to high personnel turnover rate. No systematical training was offered to
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them. They had to learn from doing and made many problems which could be avoided.
Those issues didn't draw much attention from management because of the relatively
stable workforce in the past. Many of their employees in North America and Europe
worked for the company for more than 30 years. If those experienced and talented people
stay, their knowledge is remained in their company. Right?
Unfortunately, the dynamics in the marketplace has made the people management more
like managing the fish in a river today. Fish swims by, stay for a while, and then settle
down in your territory or keep traveling to other places. Traditional methods mentioned
earlier are still very useful to attract talent and retain it, but may not be enough any more.
The personnel turnover rate will be higher than those good old days because of the ever
increasing competition. Some knowledge will leave the company with people inevitably.
A new question today is: How do we reduce the impact of personnel turnover on our
knowledge and capability? Six examples of approaches are proposed below for this
purpose.
* Understand the emergency of knowledge management. The people and their
knowledge may not stay as long as we expected before. This supplier might not need
to worry much about the knowledge management in the past, but they have to do it
more and more from now on.
* Capture the knowledge from talented people as much and early as possible. Their best
practices of product design and development approach should be documented and
shared with others periodically.
" Cultivate a company culture of knowledge sharing and cross training. The
performance management and reward systems should also provide the employees
with enough motivations and incentives for their efforts.
" Develop a well controlled process for daily work. Make the job performance more
related to work process, less depending on individuals.
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" Develop a set of trainings and offer them regularly around the year to train new
employees quickly and systematically.
" Develop a mentorship program within the company. It will not only help newer
employees grow faster, but also reduce the impact due to the leaving of a person on a
critical position in the company.
6.8 Intellectual Property (IP) Protection
The IP issue is such a hot topic that we cannot talk about China without it. Many
companies rushed to China market and shared technological and business secrets too
readily with partners, which used that information to become their competitors92
From our surveys and interviews, it indicates that the IP issue between foreign auto
OEMs and foreign suppliers is not significant in China. The major issue is concentrated
on some Chinese OEMs and suppliers. This is actually one of the major reasons why the
supplier in the study hesitates to build joint ventures and work with some Chinese OEMs.
Some companies in China heavily relied on the Chinese legal system to protect the IP and
often failed. Unlike many other countries, in China, all properties used to be owned by
the Chinese government. China has only 20 year legal history regarding patent, trademark
and contract laws. The legal system is often complicated by the lack of knowledge of
English language in courts, and influence of local government. Mckinsey & Company92
studied the companies which succeeded and failed to protect their IP in China, and
suggested an approach which consists of means in the strategic, operational and legal
aspects as shown in Figure 6.12.
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Figure 6.12 Means of IP protection in China
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This supplier could apply this integrated approach in China too. Besides effectively
performing regular practices such as registering of patents, trademarks and copyrights
and prosecuting violators with appropriate vigor and prudence, they should also make
efforts to build good relationship with the Chinese government since many legal cases
could be affected by the government. Instead of fighting after the IP has been stolen,
they could adopt a proactive and preventative approach as follows.
" Assign explicit responsibility for its IP to a senior manager who can dedicate
sufficient time and energy on IP related issues.
* When selecting Chinese suppliers and partners, ethical and reputable ones should
be preferred if all possible. The non-compete and non-disclosure agreements
should be established before the delivery of anything confidential.
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* The activities of their suppliers and partners, even the long term and trusted ones,
should be monitored closely for possible leaks.
" The business ethnics should be cultivated and reinforced through careful selection
of new employees, non-compete clauses for all employees and IP awareness
training at all levels.
" Set up detailed confidentiality control policies and IP monitoring system.
* Develop selected engineering tools in their technical centers in North America
and Europe. Deliver the tools to the China operations and needed partners with
codes hidden and password protected. The password should be updated
periodically.
With the appropriate methods to control as many elements of IP protection as possible,
we believe that this supplier will have a good chance to protect its IPs, or minimize the
impact of the potential IP leaks. Certainly, the IP issue should not stop this supplier to
pursue its necessary business strategies to grow in China market.
6.9 Summary
In this chapter, we first addressed the needs of updating the strategic role of the China
operations of this supplier. Based on the rates of knowledge change and market change,
the interdependence of activities in project and project duration, we proposed the optimal
organization structure for their China operations as well as the way to reduce unnecessary
complexity in the organization and project execution. The decision making and corporate
business strategies in China were further discussed to achieve both desired short-term and
long-term returns. For certain type of customers, we suggested a way to utilize different
product architecture to serve the company business strategies.
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In response to the fear of overcapacity and reluctance for further investment in China, we
then studied the implications of overcapacity, and discussed how to invest differently in
this new environment. The worldwide cooperation, rational and effective internal and
external outsourcing, and local specialization can significantly improve the efficiency of
the overall company.
In the last, the dynamics of the auto market and talent market require us to have a new
way of thinking and new strategies about the people and knowledge management in
China. The IP issues, which brought foreign companies great concerns these days, could
be overcome by an integrated approach which consists of means in the strategic,
operational and legal aspects.
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Chapter 7 For Other Foreign Auto Suppliers
In this study, the dynamics of the China auto market were reviewed. The strategic role of
China operations for major foreign OEMs, and the current and future requirements of
OEMs on suppliers in China were investigated. Then the exhaust system industry and a
supplier's business in China were examined, and several suggestions were proposed to
this supplier.
We hope the analysis and finding can be of value for other foreign auto suppliers to
understand the business environment in China and set up the proper strategies. The future
of the China auto market is fascinating. The top managers of many companies should not
only just have very high hope for it, but also be well prepared to back up their plan with
solid actions. The China market has many uniqueness. The strategies, organization
structure, corporate policies, and understandings of customer requirements, challenges
and opportunities, which might work well in the past and brought a supplier great success
in other regions, may not work effectively in China. A foreign auto supplier may have to
adjust accordingly based on its own situation and its strategic role of China operation. It
may need to set up flexible policy, different organization structure and decision making
process and different product and manufacturing strategies based on the China market
conditions. Some obstacles are ahead in the near future. The possible overcapacity issue
in China means that a foreign auto supplier should better understand its customers and
apply different strategies to different customers. It may require a supplier to selectively
invest more on the higher value added activities which could create competitive
advantages and overcome other competitive disadvantages against them. Its China
operations could also specialize in certain areas and support the operations in other
regions. The IP issues should be concerned, but they could be solved with appropriate
approaches. Those obstacles should not stop a foreign auto supplier to pursue its growth
in China market. As said in a Chinese proverb, we should not stop eating for fear of
choking.
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Appendix I Survey on Foreign OEMs
About The Survey
Purpose:
This study is to analyze the engineering activities of foreign automotive OEMs in China
and their requirements on the supplier's local engineering. This survey is part of the
research on the China automotive market which I am conducting with Dr. Donald
Rosenfield at Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
All the data we collect in this study will be used for statistical analysis only. The identity
of respondents and their companies will be kept confidential. Please feel free to leave any
questions blank if you prefer not to answer them, or write any comments you like.
Filling:
An easier way to complete the survey is to print it out and then fill in the blanks. You can
also fill out the survey electronically by typing or highlighting your answers.
The survey takes approximately 15 - 20 minutes to complete.
Retuning:
You can either send it by fax (Fax number: +1-812-341-2350, Attention: Hao Jin), or
email the survey to me at hiin(dsloan.mit.edu. If you should have any questions, please
feel free to call me at +1-317-690-0241 or email me.
Thank you very much for your participation!
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Respondent's Background Information
Your current position:
Number of years with your current position: years
Number of years with your current company: years
Number of years of experience in the automotive industry: years
Average number of times you travel
outside the country per year on company business related trip:
1. General Questions
1.1. Which of the following activities is your company currently conducting in China?
Which market do those activities mainly serve? Please check all the boxes that apply.
Activities in China For China For Asian For Global
Market Market Market
1 Product Design
2 Research & Development
3 Manufacturing
If you prefer not to answer the question above, please check here D
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1.2. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements related to your company's presence in China
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
Reasons of Presence/Site Competence Ranking
1 We do business in China mainly for the access of low cost 1 2 3 4 5
production N/A
2 We do business in China mainly for producing products at low 1 2 3 4 5
cost and then exporting to other markets N/A
3 We do business in China mainly for the access of low cost 1 2 3 4 5
product design N/A
4 We do business in China mainly for the access of skilled/ 1 2 3 4 5
talented employees, and creating centers of expertise for the N/A
entire company
5 We do business in China mainly for the access of knowledge or 1 2 3 4 5
skills our company needs N/A
6 We do business in China mainly for the access to the China 1 2 3 4 5
market N/A
7 Our engineering/ operations in China have comparably high 1 2 3 4 5
level of capability in innovation, product/process design and N/A
development when compared to our other locations
8 Our engineering/ operations in China have high level of 1 2 3 4 5
decision making authority when compared to our other N/A
locations I _I
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2. Market and Products
2.1. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements.
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
Issues Ranking
1 Currently most vehicle platforms we sell in China are same or 1 2 3 4 5
slightly modified models that have been developed in other locations N/A
2 Our vehicle platforms cover the low, medium and high end market 1 2 3 4 5
segments N/A
3 Our local engineering in China will develop more brand new vehicle 1 2 3 4 5
platforms for China market in the next 2-5 years N/A
4 Our challenges in the low end market are mainly from Chinese auto 1 2 3 4 5
firms N/A
5 Our challenges in the medium and high end markets is mainly from 1 2 3 4 5
foreign auto firms and their joint ventures in China N/A
6 Currently most vehicle platforms sold by Chinese auto firms are 1 2 3 4 5
developed by foreign engineering firms or developed from reverse N/A
engineering
7 The local Chinese auto firms are normally satisfied with a lower rate 1 2 3 4 5
of return on their invested capital than foreign auto firms N/A
8 The local Chinese government may deny or discourage the exit of 1 2 3 4 5
the underperforming Chinese auto firms due to concerns of job loss N/A
and regional economic effort
9 Teaming with Chinese government on the R&D of advanced 1 2 3 4 5
technology is a good way to foster relationships for future business N/A
2.2. Please indicate the average product planning cycle time for most of your vehicles in
different locations
Market Location Planning Cycle (Years)
1 In China (years) 1 2 3 4 5 5+
N/A
2 In home countries (years) 1 2 3 4 5 5+
N/A
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3. Engineering
3.1. Which of the following technical activities is your company currently conducting in
China? Please check all the boxes that apply.
Technical Activities Currently Done in
China
1 New product definition and planning
2 Concept development
3 System-level design
4 Specifications
5 Detail design
6 Prototyping
7 Testing
8 Simulation
9 Modifying products to suit local needs
10 Research and innovation
If you prefer not to answer the question above, please check here 'D
3.2. As an OEM, which of the following activities do you require your suppliers to
conduct in China for now and in the next 2-5 years? Please check all the boxes that apply.
Technical Activities Current Requirements on
Requirements on Supplier's Local
Supplier's Local Engineering in Next
Engineering 2-5 Years
1 New product definition and planning
2 Concept development
3 System-level design
4 Specifications
5 Detail design
6 Prototyping
7 Testing
8 Simulation
9 Modify products to suit local needs
10 Research and innovation
If you prefer not to answer the question above, please check here D
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3.3. What benefits does/will supplier's local engineering capability in China provide to
you?
Please indicate the importance of following possible benefits to your business.
1= Not Important At ALL, 5 = Very Important, N/A = Not Applicable
Benefits of Supplier's Local Engineering to Foreign OEMs Ranking
1 Faster responsiveness to our local needs 1 2 3 4 5
N/A
2 Better understanding of local market needs 1 2 3 4 5
N/A
3 Better communications with our local operations 1 2 3 4 5
N/A
4 Reduce our product development cost 1 2 3 4 5
N/A
5 Reduce our product development time 1 2 3 4 5
N/A
6 Provide more systems and modules (not components) that meet 1 2 3 4 5
local needs N/A
7 Improve supplier's product, process and technology due to the 1 2 3 4 5
access to high quality local talents N/A
8 Improve supplier's product, process and technology due to the 1 2 3 4 5
diversity of workforce and work approaches N/A
9 Supplier's local engineering capability strongly affect our local 1 2 3 4 5
engineering capability N/A
10 Other suppliers will invest more in local engineering if they see 1 2 3 4 5
their competitors aggressively build local engineering capacity N/A
11 Opportunity for my company to outsource some local 1 2 3 4 5
engineering activities if needed N/A
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3.4. What are your major challenges with the supplier's local engineering in China?
Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree regarding foreign and Chinese
suppliers, respectively.
1= Not A Challenge At All, 5 = Serious Challenge, N/A = Not Applicable
Challenges from Suppliers' Local From Foreign From Chinese
Engineering Suppliers Suppliers
1 Supplier hesitates to invest more in local 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
engineering N/A N/A
2 High turnover of supplier's technical 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
personnel in China N/A N/A
3 Unsatisfactory quality of supplier's local 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
engineering output N/A N/A
4 Inadequate capability in supplier's local 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
engineering N/A N/A
5 Inadequate capacity in supplier's local 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
engineering N/A N/A
6 Poor project management in supplier's 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
organization N/A N/A
7 Cultural difference in supplier's management 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
and/or worker practice N/A N/A
8 Difficulty of getting open communication and 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
resolution about the problems N/A N/A
9 Supplier's responsiveness to our requests is 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
not quick enough N/A N/A
10 Language difference 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
N/A N/A
11 Supplier's poor intellectual property (IP) 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
protection N/A N/A
12 Lack of new/advanced technologies in 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
supplier's local engineering N/A N/A
13 Difficult communication because much of 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
supplier's design and development is done in N/A N/A
other countries
14 Supplier doesn't understand Chinese 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
government policies N/A N/A
15 Supplier doesn't understand the importance of 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
relationships in Chinese business N/A N/A
16 Supplier relies heavily on technology but little 1 2 3 4 5 1 2 3 4 5
on local people N/A N/A
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4. Supplier Selection
4.1. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements related to your sourcing decision on major subsystems or components.
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
Supplier Selection on Major Subsystems or Components Ranking
1 We select any supplier that provides the best quality and 1 2 3 4 5
lowest price N/A
2 We select suppliers that provide the most advanced technology 1 2 3 4 5
N/A
3 We select suppliers with strong local engineering service in 1 2 3 4 5
China N/A
4 We use follow sourcing (i.e. use traditional suppliers that serve 1 2 3 4 5
our other markets) to guarantee quality N/A
5 We use follow sourcing to honor the long term relationship 1 2 3 4 5
with traditional suppliers N/A
6 Our Chinese joint-venture partner plays an important role in 1 2 3 4 5
sourcing decisions N/A
7 The personal relationship and trust plays an important role in 1 2 3 4 5
sourcing decisions, especially for commodity products N/A
5. Overall Trend of Auto OEMs in China Market
5.1. Please indicate the extent to which you agree or disagree with each of the following
statements related to the overall trend of auto OEMs in China market
1= Strongly Disagree, 5 = Strongly Agree, N/A = Not Applicable
Future Trend Ranking
1 The Chinese auto market will maintain a significant growth 1 2 3 4 5
rate for the next 10 years N/A
2 Much more vehicles will be produced in China and exported to 1 2 3 4 5
other markets N/A
3 Chinese auto OEMs will design and develop more vehicles 1 2 3 4 5
with their own proprietary rights N/A
4 Foreign auto OEMs will add and/or expand their local 1 2 3 4 5
engineering aggressively in China N/A
5 Foreign auto OEMs will much improve the authority and 1 2 3 4 5
competence of local engineering in China N/A
6 Foreign auto OEMs will use their local engineering in China to 1 2 3 4 5
design and develop more new vehicles for other markets N/A
The End. Thank You Very Much!
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Appendix II EU Emission Standard for Passenger Cars"
EU Emission Standards for Passenger Cars (Category M,*) g/km
Euro it
Euro 2, IDI
Euro 2, DI
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro St
Petrol (Gasoline)
Euro it
Euro 2
Euro 3
Euro 4
Euro 5*4
1992.07 2.72 (3.16)
1996.01 1.0
1996.01a
2000.01
2005.01
mid-2008
1.0
0.64
0.50
0.50
1992.07 2.72 (3.16)
1996.01 2.2
2000.01 2.30
2005.01 1.0
mid-2008 1.0
0.97 (1.13) -
0.7 -
0.9 -
0.56 0.50
0.30
0.25
- 0.97 (1.13)
- 0.5
0.20
0.10
0.075
0.25
0.20
- 0.15
- 0.08
- 0.06
* Before Euro 5, passenger vehicles > 2,500 kg were type approved as Category N1 vehicles
t Values in brackets are conformity of production (COP) limits
* Draft proposal, July 2005
a - until 1999.09.30 (after that date DI engines must meet the IDI limits)
b - applicable only to vehicles using lean burn DI engines
" http://www.dieselnet.com/standards/eu/Id.html
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0.14 (0.18)
0.08
0.10
0.05
0.025
0.005
....................
Appendix III Quotations from Interview with a Foreign Exhaust
System Supplier in China
Infrastructure Activities Related Quotes
* "Our business model is very conservative. What we have done in the past was just to
keep up with the competition in China. We were not able to take a lead."
* "Our company has an 'X-year'"2 payback policy worldwide, which means all the
investments on an operation must be paid back by its profits in 'X' years. This policy
applies to our China operations too. We need to adjust strategically in China, not just
focus too much on the numbers in the short term."
* "We had a joint venture before, but it didn't work out. We became afraid of joint
ventures and wanted to have one hundred percent control of everything. All of our
current ES facilities in China are wholly owned foreign enterprises (WOFEs). This
type of organization does provide us with better control, but no relationship. Some
OEMs even didn't bother to invite us for the quote. They told us that you had neither
cost advantages, nor relationship, so you didn't need to come."
" "We have been suggesting building more joint ventures in our division recently. Our
management didn't give us any answer. They didn't say yes, and didn't say no either.
Just no response."
* "Some Japanese and Korean suppliers are not interested in working with us in the
China market. Their facilities in home countries are just 2 hours flight away. Getting
here (Shanghai) is as easy as going to their backyard."
12 This number is masked to protect the company proprietary information.
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" "Joint venture alone will not solve our problem. Another division does have a joint
venture and the relationships from the partnership did help them acquire new business.
However, it is still hard for them to manage business because their current structure,
which is similar to ours, also doesn't allow them to make decisions quickly and easily.
In China, your Chinese partners think you are the general manager who is in charge
of everything. But the fact is that you really don't have much control in human
resources, marketing, sales, product engineering, logistics or purchasing, and so on.
You have to get all kinds of people to make decisions for you. This created a very
poor image in front of our Chinese partners."
* "Our division has gone through many management changes in the past several years.
Many management people have extensive and in-depth knowledge and experience in
North American and European markets, and achieved a lot of successes in those
markets. However, they don't have much exposure to China business though some of
them visited China a couple of times. They may think General Motors or
Volkswagens will behave same here in China as what they do in other markets.
Unfortunately that is not true because of a lot of uniqueness of the China market."
" "In recent years, we have much more standardizations and centralizations on finance,
manufacturing, engineering, and others areas. We have much more procedures and
personnel to go through before making a decision. This significantly jeopardizes our
position in the competition here where the speed is a key. We really need a good
balance. We need to know how to delegate more, instead of becoming more and more
centralized in decision making."
* "A lot of corporate decisions significantly affect our business here. For example, due
to the challenging economic performance in North American and European markets
in the past few years, we often had worldwide hiring freeze. It strongly disturbed our
business development plans in China. We couldn't get the right people at the right
time, and missed a lot of good opportunities for business growth, and also missed a
lot of talented people."
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* "Our major competitors localized their management in China, and assigned the
country manager or general manager to take charge of all the issues in China. This
move significantly improved their responsiveness to customers and put us into a
disadvantage position."
Human Resources Related Quotes
" "People with talent and relationship are extremely valuable to us. Years ago, we hired
two engineers from our customers. They really helped our business these years. They
know many people at customers, and customers know them very well. People
normally intend to work with someone they trust."
* "It is very tough to find talented engineers and mid managers with right skills and
experience in China. Although there are hundreds of thousands of new college
graduates every year, too many western companies are entering the new China market
and they all need a huge number of talented people."
" "It is not very difficult to find people who are technically capable. Chinese engineers
are intelligent and hardworking. But finding the people, who can speak technical
English and have the experience in communicating and working with foreigners,
understanding and adopting foreign company's culture, is very challenging."
" "To grow an organization, it is critical for us to have a good mix of greens and grays.
Grays are very important to help us in the new business and train inexperienced
employees. Right now we have to bring a large number of people from US and
Europe to help the locals here."
* "In the Western countries, companies often have a verbal agreement that they don't
steal people from each other. But you know how effective it works there. So does it
here in China."
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" "We have to be cautious about acquiring mid managers from Chinese State owned
companies. Yes, they are experienced managers. However, they may have the
management experience which well fits the Chinese company environment but
strongly misfits the culture of our company and western companies. Sometimes,
having improper experience is worse than having no experience."
" "Many of our engineers feel they are just messengers. They receive the requirements
from customers and pass them to other facilities of our company. Then get the results
and then pass them to customers. After years of work here, they found they had very
limited knowledge accumulation, and their day to day work doesn't challenge them.
Some of them are thinking about leaving the company."
* "Our personnel turnover rate has gone up significantly recently. Our China HR
manager just quit. To be honest with you, my colleagues and I got phone calls almost
every week from head hunters. As a professional with significant experience in a
multinational company, there are many opportunities out there."
" "A lot of people are tired of management changes. Every time when you bring in new
management people from another country, you have to pay high cost of housing,
traveling, compensations, etc. People here have to report to the new bosses and follow
management's new strategies, etc."
Purchasing Related Quotes
* "We share a lot of same suppliers with major competitors from raw materials,
components to sub-systems. So our competitors and we have the similar quality and
cost on many inputs."
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" "We established more partnerships with suppliers. For example, we pay for the
prototypes. Our suppliers response to us much faster when we develop a system."
* "The price of our main raw material, stainless steel, increased by more than fifty
percent in the last two years. We saved much money thanks to the supplier contract
signed earlier. But after the contract expired, our cost jumped tremendously."
* "All the stainless steel for exhaust system is imported from other countries because
no domestic Chinese steel products can meet the product requirements."
" "The best way to reduce the impact of raw material price increase is to have new
designs which consume less materials and/or different materials."
Engineering Development and Service Related Quotes
" "I agree that the exhaust system is pretty much a commodity, especially the cold
end1 3 . For the hot end, although there are only about 6-10 companies (in the world)
who are really good at it, that brings enough competition."
* "I don't think that the products we engineered are significantly better than
competitors, and customers just want to have our products. Our competitor can do
just as well as we do. Some customers even have better perception on the engineering
of some of our major competitors because they did better job on the marketing."
" "Our competitors and we used the same or similar major engineering tools for
engineering department. Those tools are commercially available. Our plants have the
similar situation. Most of the equipment and software can be purchased on the open
market."
13 See Figure 4.1 for the definitions of "cold end" and "hot end".
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* "The key to differentiate ourselves is to provide customer good engineering services
in the product design and development. We should work with them closely and early
in the process. We need to be able to gather information and establish relationship
even before the RFQ. We should know the content of the RFQ "even before the
customer knows". How to achieve this? Through good relationship with customers'
product development engineering, sales, and so on."
* "Right now the development timing creates much more challenges in China than in
western countries. In the past, customers in China just cut and pasted the old designs
from other regions. Nowadays, they are doing much more modifications. For example,
a customer increased the vehicle body length by 100mm to meet Chinese customer
local preference (People with higher status normally sit on the back seat), which
created a big impact on vibration and noise performance of exhaust system.
Sometimes customers changed chassis components, and the exhaust system didn't
work in the same way as they did on the original vehicle in other regions. With more
and more development/adjustment work done locally, their platform planning timing
remains same or even shorter. As a result, the engineering development becomes
more and more challenging."
* "We fully depend on other engineering sites to develop new products for our China
operations. Although this approach works to a great extent for now, it is not a long
term solution. Sometimes it is hard to provide enough and prompt support from
anther side of the earth because of the high personnel turnover rate, human resource
constraints, project priority difference, corporate travel restrictions, availability of
prototype vehicles from OEMs, time consuming and expensive vehicle shipping, etc.
Those challenges significantly reduce our responsiveness and flexibility."
* "Our OEM customers can easily have a trip to our office here within a day. However,
if he needs to go to US or Europe, it would take tremendous amount of efforts and
time. As a Chinese, he even may have a hard time to get a visa, or get a visa in a
timely manner for the visit."
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* "Although our customer strongly requested our development engineers in other
region to provide the on-site support in their China facility, they couldn't get here
until 4 months later after they finally had the international travel requests approved."
" "The exhaust system development requires a lot of subjective judgments. The
customers and our development engineers often need to walk around the vehicle and
listen to the sound from different angles. They also need to sit in the vehicles and feel
the vibration under various driving conditions. A product which meets the noise and
vibration curve on the computer often fails in the customer subjective evaluation."
" "A vehicle shipped from China to US recently had to stay at the US custom for more
than a month to clear the paperwork. Our customer and us could not do anything but
wait."
" "We haven't seen clear strategy on engineering in China yet. We proposed to
establish engineering capabilities (or a technical center) in China several years ago. It
was turned down by management. Later, our major competitors announced and
started planning to build local engineering in China. It created a lot of buzz on the
media and impressed many customers even though some of them are delaying their
plans. If we plan to do it too today, we still have lost a lot of first mover advantages."
" "Supplying low end market requires low cost manufacturing and design strategy to
compete and remain as a player in these segments."
" "Middle end segments require standardized designs with local application
engineering. The high end segments require more localization and continuous cost
reduction."
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" "Unless we can have off the shelf products available, or we have local engineering to
develop products at low cost and high speed, our margin will be stay low even with
high price."
* "We are sometimes "inflexible". We often want the customer's products to fit our
own engineering standards. We are not willing to adjust ourselves to serve their
needs."
Manufacturing Related Quotes
* "Different customers may have different views on the quality of exhaust suppliers'
manufacturing. Sometimes issues are related to the fire fighting. For example, one
OEM requested a last minute change. They approved the change but didn't do the
validation for local conditions due to time constraints. Later on when the problems
pop up, the OEM had a poor perception on this supplier's manufacturing."
* "Although some of our major competitors had some major quality spills in
manufacturing recently, I do believe our major competitors and we have the
comparable manufacturing capability and capacity."
* "We might be slightly better than some foreign suppliers on lean manufacturing and
ppm 14 of defect parts, but not much. Overall, foreign suppliers are better than the
Chinese suppliers in those areas."
Marketing & Sales Related Quotes
* "Our business growth in China has been slowing down significantly right now."
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1 Parts per million.
" "We don't produce any products for local Chinese OEMs currently. Those OEMs
dominate the low end segment which is one third of China auto market and has the
major growth. There are mainly three reasons: (a) Our products are too pricy for them;
(b) We lack relationships; (c) We are worried about the Intellectual Property(IP)
issues."
* "We have to price the products high enough to meet our 'X-year' payback policy.
High price tag of our products created great disadvantage for us. When we presented
our quote to some local OEMs, they often laughed at us. Our products are too pricy
for them. Our competitors can attack us easily."
" "We don't have many connections to Chinese OEMs due to the lack of partners.
Another division of our company used different strategy in China and established a
50-50 joint venture with the in-house supplier of a major Chinese OEM. Right after
the joint venture sign-off, their partner already brought them two big orders."
* "Many local OEMs have little respect on IP protection. They may ask you to produce
a system in the first year. But then, they may give your design, which cost you
millions of dollars, to another low cost producer with little concerns."
" "Japanese and Korean auto OEMs use strict follow sourcing . It is hard to get their
business. The traditional Japanese and Korean partners in other regions don't need us
much in China market. Some of them were very upset about our management
changes."
* "Our technology leadership in emission controls cannot create many advantages for
us because the China emission standard is one to two generations behind the ones in
other regions."
15 "Strict follow sourcing" means that an OEM only uses their traditional suppliers for their products.
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" "Although our products enjoyed good reputation in North America and Europe, it
doesn't help much here because this is a new market. We are new to all the Chinese
OEMs."
* "The competitors are doing better in managing their relationship. They built many
joint ventures with local partners who have the political connections with customers.
Combining with their low price strategy and aggressiveness, they took many
platforms from us."
" "Our competitors are very aggressive on every platform, and don't care much about
which supplier is currently producing this platform. On the contrary, we often give up
many opportunities ourselves if we see a platform is currently provided to OEMs by
our competitors in other regions."
" "Our major competitors achieved better economics of scale than us. They became
number one and two exhaust suppliers in China. We, who are better than them in
other regions, are way behind here."
* "Years ago, we could make a lot of quick decisions. Then came the centralization.
These days the sales is lack of decision making authority and the responsiveness to
customer request is decreased. When customers asked for the cost and price of a
product, the sales department has to take long time to get approval form every
functional group. Sales is basically a messenger."
S" 'Business on hold'1 6 with some OEMs really hurt us. We have been excluded from
many big platforms."
Delivery, Service & Warranty Related Quotes
16 "Business on hold" is often due to the big disputes on the contract terms between OEMs and suppliers.
OEMs sometimes put a business on hold on certain suppliers in worldwide before the issues can be solved
satisfactorily.
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" "All the major foreign exhaust suppliers use the just in time (JIT) delivery. The
inventory and delivery control is about the same."
" "Some OEMs felt that we provided better service and warranty support. Some OEMs
thought our major competitors had a better image. For other OEMs, we are about
same."
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